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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS & ANSW ERS FOR HOPLOLOGISTS
Phil Relnick
Executive Director for Development
International Hoplological Research Center
W hat Is HOPLOS?
HOPLOS is a hoplology newsletter. It is a new publication that will have as its main objective the
responsibility to act as a medium of communication between the ever-growing number of researchers in hoplology.
HOPLOS represents the combined voice of individual hoplologists who have expressed their desire to participate
collectively in the development of a viable kind of world hoplology.
W hy Is The HOPLOS Newsletter Necessary?
Hoplologists are now acutely aware of the crucial need for more effective organization and communication
between them-selves. Valuable time, energy, and money is being wasted be-cause of the lack of contact. Too often,
individual research makes no appeal or leaves no effect beyond that of personal satisfaction. This results in
deleterious inertia feeding back against the overall progress that each hoplologist hopes to make for himself and
certainly does little for the development of hoplology. There are pressing questions that come to mind: “W ho of us is
where?” “W hat is each of us doing in hoplology?” “Might not we all benefit immensely from some overall guidance
and competent central directing house-organ such as we, the hoplologists, collectively create and use for the
betterment of our discipline?”.
In the past, perhaps, we could comfortably blame language, cultural, or even political barriers for our lack
of communication. Happily, we now know better that these things are not really stumbling blocks at all. The vast
amount of correspondence that has been exchanged during the past ten years staggers the imagination, but it has been
all too much in the nature of individually scattered dialogues taking place between individual hoplologists and the
International Hoplological Research Center. There has been no widespread feedback forthcoming from that Center,
which, to date, has the largest bank of hoplological data in the world; nor has there been any steady exchange going
on between hoplologists who are widely scattered around the globe. W hat are we doing in, and with, our individual
efforts? It is about time that we “get it together.”
W hen W ill HOPLOS Begin?
You have asked for this newsletter. Now you have it and are reading the first issue. Subsequent issues of
HOPLOS will be published and mailed to subscribers, hopefully, material and funds available, on a bi-monthly basis.
The success of this newsletter will only be limited by the lack of a protracted input by you the readers.
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W ho W ill Staff The Newsletter; W ho W ill W rite The Articles?
The staff of the Japan branch of the International Hoplological Research Center will provide the necessary
personnel to mount the initial publication of HOPLOS. But it cannot be expected that this staff will generate all the
material for our newsletter. Since the main objective of is to let hoplologists everywhere know what is going on with
hoplology throughout the world, there must be steady input from all hoplologists and other qualified people. You
are, therefore, encouraged to report on your research activities, to submit comments and opinions on the work of
others, and to freely exchange ideas and request information on any aspect of hoplology.
How Should I Prepare And Submit An Article?
All material that is published in this newsletter must be of an original nature and preferably should not be
material that has already been published or is scheduled to appear in any other publication. Exceptions can be made
if this newsletter has obtained permission for the re-publication. No fiction, legends, or romantic tales are
appropriate unless such material supports or rebuts what is otherwise believed to be scientific or historical fact that
has appeared in this newsletter. The staff of HOPLOS reserves the right to reject any material received.
Material that is submitted for publication in this newsletter must meet with certain requirements, among
which the most important is that the subject material be of a high technical standard. All articles and correspondence
pertaining thereto, and books for review, should be sent to HOPLOS, P.O. Box 380, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-91, Japan.
Single articles should not exceed 800 words; longer articles must be presented in a series. All articles
should be submitted as a neatly typed original, on one side of the paper only, and with wide margins and doublespaced sentences. Foreign words, those other than English ones, must be italicized (shown by underlining) the first
time that they appear in the text, and an English equivalent be given; numerals should not be italicized; thereafter the
same foreign words in the body of the text need not be italicized. Footnotes, which should be as few as possible,
should be typed separately, double-spaced, at the end of the article. Bibliographical references should be listed
alphabetically at the end of the article and reference made to this list in the text rather than in footnotes. Long
quotations should be typed in single-spaced lines, without quotation marks, and should be incorporated in the main
body of the text, but identified there by insetting the body of the quote from the normal margins. Short quotations of
one sentence should be indicated by the use of double quotation marks. Diagrams, tables, and graphic illustration
should be made on separate sheets and their desired position in the text clearly indicated. Photographs that
accompany the text may either be keyed into the text or left independent of it; each photograph sent must be clearly
identified and numbered on its reverse side (without damage to the printed surface by pressure marks). Captions
should accompany all photographs submitted, regardless if such captions will appear in the published article.
Photographs (black and white or color) should be professionally taken and prepared as approximately 5" x 7" glossy
prints. Manuscripts are not returnable, nor will photographs and other illustrative or graphic material be returned
except in those cases where rare original objects are concerned, the return of which has been requested by the author.
Unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, and other graphics submitted should be accompanied by a selfaddressed envelope and return postage. W hile the staff of HOPLOS takes every reasonable precaution with all
materials they receive, they assume no responsibility either for the storage, or return of unsolicited materials.
How Can I Subscribe To HOPLOS?
The hoplology newsletter perhaps begs a limited reading audience. It is essentially an inter-hoplologist
publication, that is, best suited to those persons who are directly concerned with hoplology. But the intrinsic nature
of hoplology is sure to whet the intellectual appetites of students and scholars in different fields or specialties. Each
hoplologist subscriber is invited to recommend to the HOPLOS editorial staff, such persons he may deem
appropriate to receive this newsletter.
HOPLOS will be published bi-monthly. This first issue is gratis. Subsequent issues will be mailed only to
those persons who subscribe. Subscription is by donation to help defray publication and mailing costs. Subscription
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rates are: single issues, US$1.00 or ¥200; six issues , US$5.50 or ¥1,100. All subscriptions should be sent to:
HOPLOS, P.O. Box 380, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-91, Japan and include the subscriber's full name and the address to
where HOPLOS is to be sent. All information should be typed or printed clearly. If subscribing from outside Japan,
send a bank draft or postal money order. If subscribing from within Japan, a personal check, bank draft or cash will
be accepted.

AN INTRODUCTION TO HOPLOLOGY: PART I OF II
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Research Center
In this, the inaugural issue of HOPLOS, I will briefly define and outline the parameters of hoplology. It may
be possible in subsequent issues to present additional information about the dimensions of hoplology in terms of its
theory, methods, research strategy, and applications.
The primacy of making weapons and application of weapons and related accouterments to the deliberate
development of formal systems of combat (codified, repeatable technique) by, and for the use of, man cannot be
validly questioned. Combative endeavors are among man's most fundamental expressions that are universally
characteristic of him as a hominid. Yet, it is surprising to find just how little in-depth scholarly attention has been
given to the various and complex aspects of man's combative nature and culture. Monograph mountain stands
majestically high, but barren, in mute testimony to the failure of scholars in other fields to probe the integrated realm
of weapons and fighting arts. Genuine weapons (as distinct from tools or other domestic-utility implements, though
these may be useable or used as weapons but, nevertheless, the primary intended purpose and design of which are not
that of a weapon) are invariably created for the purpose of articulating systems of combat. They never exist as
isolated implements made simply for the sake of making them.
That this fundamental relationship has been so thoroughly overlooked is evident by the scattered references
made to weapons, armor, and accouterments found in scholarly papers and journals. Here we find weapons given
arid treatment as artifacts; literally wrenched from their cultural contexts and thus from their intended palaces in
articulation of systems of combat. Little or nothing has been done about investigating the greater package— systems
of combat— as holistic forms that reveal crucial core values of those societies in which traditional combative arts are
accepted and legitimized as social norms in patterns of education. Moreover, combat, when it is discussed, generally
centers on warfare. W arfare is certainly an important form of eco-social and political activity, but it is not the most
prevalent form of combat. Some meaningful study, however, has been accomplished on a more personal and
psychological base of combat as manifests in aggression, tension, frustration, and the like.
Most scholars in the past appear to have taken an ostrich-like stance— head in the intellectual sand— when it
comes to facing squarely the matter of man's combativeness. Perhaps it is just aesthetic reflex that motivates the
majority of scholars to turn away from things that shock or disgust, seeing in weapons and fighting arts only bloodletting and the most gross crudities spawned and perpetuated by man. Enter here the hoplologist.
The hoplologist is a specially trained investigator who seeks to focus attention on the fact that hoplology is
the interdisciplinary study of the biological and cultural bases of all combative behavior as can be made through the
study of weapons and combative arts. Hoplology is an old academic discipline and, doubtless, there have been
hoplologists in all ages; but insofar as hoplology being a well-established field of study with specific aims, goals, and
research strategy is concerned, it is only since the late 1960's that this discipline emerged and began to gain academic
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support. The efforts of Sir Richard F. burton in the 19th century to organize hoplology as a body of knowledge with
terms, concepts, and a methodology uniquely its own, are seminal ones. Sir Richard may be considered the doyen of
hoplologists whose overview on the study of man saw that no halting place is possible. No single discipline, he
believed, could command expertise sufficiently to cope with the appearance and continuous evolutionary growth of
social man and his cultural contrivances. Therewith, Sir Richard devoted his life to the development of another
“window”— hoplology— through which to view complex man.
The word “hoplology” derives from the Greek root hopl (hoplo), meaning “armed and armored;” ology
denotes “study” or “science.” Hoplology, sensu stricto, includes the study of combative behavior in animal societies
but, for the present at least focuses on human societies at all levels of complexity. Hoplology crosscuts other
disciplines, among which are: anthropology (archaeology, ethnology, linguistics), biology, history, psychology, and
sociology. It stands flexible to and in the view of the emerging importance of evolutionary and functional biologies,
the combined roles of which are now being played in the “New Synthesis” of the social sciences and the humanities.
Hoplology is the systematic study of man's combative culture in all ages, dealing with the investigation of
that segment of human culture which concerns itself with weapons, armor, combative accouterments, and fighting
arts, not only with regard to their technical characteristics, but also with the ways in which they interact with the
economic, political, and social institutions of man. The hoplologist is concerned not only with the finished product,
but also with the technology of production, the division of labor in manufacture or design, the underlying multifaceted concepts that surround the use of weapons and systems of combat and their cultural relationships with the
nature of man in terms of his genetic background. This latter consideration plunges the hoplologist beyond
culturological identifications and explanations as he concerns himself with the high probability that genetically
determined factors--genetic programming--enfolds and defines the limits of human combative response patterns.
- to be continued -

REPORT FROM THE "BIG ISLAND" OF HAW AII: PART I OF II
Jeffrey L. Dann
Executive Director for Research
International Hoplological Research Center
Inasmuch as I see HOPLOS as a focal point for those interested in hoplological research to begin to
communicate in a more effective manner, given our highly dispersed and mobile settlement patterns, I'll open with a
report on current community activities here.
Hawaii is a fertile ground for combative research and activities due to the large Asian population here who
have a sympathetic understanding of the positive results of disciplined training. Ethnic Japanese forms of modern
budo (mar-tial ways) dominate. Major examples are: (1) the county-run W aiakea Recreational Center which provides
space for all budo training. It also has youth hostel facilities to host traveling groups interested in budo; (2) the longstanding credit PE summer course in Shinshin Toitsu aikido at Hilo College taught by Tohei sensei, and lately by his
disciple Maruyama sensei. This program is successful every year because of people already resident on the Island,
without drawing from Honolulu or the Mainland. Aiki-do is the most popular Japanese martial way in Hilo and is led
by Nonaka sensei; (3) the Big Island Budo Association which comprises thirteen different dojo (training areas),
representing eight different disciplines. The full potential of this organizations is untapped as yet, but it is a positive
force in the local community and promotes mutual respect and understanding among the chief instructors of the
various disciplines. The Association sponsors a once-a-year Easter Seal demonstration which raises over $1,500 a
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performance. The president of the Association for the past two years has been Atsuo Nishioka, a senior kendo instructor of rokudan (6th degree) rank; (4) the active and positive interest in budo matters taken by Lt. Governor
Nelson Doi, judge (and former Hilo mayor) Shunichi Kimura, plus other influential political figures, educators, and
personnel from the Department of Parks and Recreation.
As for my activities, I am now teaching part-time at the Continuing Education Division of Hilo College at
the University of Hawaii. This semester I'm offering a course on Ecological anthropology. In future newsletters I'll
discuss some anthropological research being conducted on warfare in "traditional" societies. It will provide useful
reading for hoplologists as it poses stimulating questions about our understanding of combative culture. Perhaps
someday we can include some kind of forum in this newsletter based on mutual discussion of relevant articles in
scholarly journals.
Next semester (W inter '79 term) I'll be teaching a course on Japanese Martial Culture which was originally
scheduled to be taught in the preceding Fall '78 term. W ith this effort I'll be cutting through a dense forest of
bureaucratic red-tape in an attempt to make this kind of course a regular anthropology offering rather than a one-time
300-level three-credit experimental course such as it is now.
On other fronts I've finally received my bound copies of my doctoral dissertation entitled: "Kendo in
Japanese Martial Culture: Swordsmanship As Self-Cultivation." I'll now be sending it off to publishers (beginning
with the University of Hawaii Press) while still hearing the ringing in my ears of my earlier curses upon all
publishers.
- to be continued -

HOPLOLOGY AT THE BISHOP MUSEUM
Nyle C. Monday
Staff Hoplologist
International Hoplological Research Center
The Bernice P. Bishop Museum in Honolulu, Hawaii has been the site of an on-going research project
(1977-79) conducted by a three-man team of hoplologists from the International Hoplological Research Center
(IHRC), which has been investigating the classical weapons and combative arts of the Hawaiian Islands. This project
was originally made possible by a grant from the East-W est Center, Honolulu, in connection with the Captain Cook
Centennial.
Under the supervision of Donn F. Draeger, International Hoplological Research Center Director, the entire
Hawaiian weapons collection of the Bishop Museum was extensively examined and a typology and analysis made. A
three thousand page-plus report has been filed with the Museum in support of project findings. Roger Rose, curator
of ethnology at the Bishop Museum, took an active and cooperative interest in the project and made possible access
to the Museum's weapons collections and facilities. A vital prerequisite to the undertaking, inasmuch as a hoplologist
must necessarily approach his subject from an emic point of view, was the handling of each weapon not only to
analyze it and classify it, but also in search of clues as to how it may have been previously utilized in combat. The
sight of an IHRC team member wielding a twelve-foot pololu (long wooden spear) and other old weapons in a
hallway adjacent to the department of anthropology drew not a few questioning glances initially, but quickly became
a familiar occurrence to the regular museum staff.
As a result of the study a substantial number of old Hawaiian weapons which had been previously
improperly named and identified, or for which the method of utilization was forgotten, were reclassified and new
HOPLOS
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inferences as to their usages drawn. More hoplological investigation will be conducted during 1979 in connection
with how the weapons articulated the classical combative systems of the Hawaiians. it is also expected, time and
resources permitting, to extend hoplological investigations into the weapons and combative arts of other ethnic
groups of Polynesia.

THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW AII
HOST TO A COURSE ON JAPANESE MARTIAL CULTURE
Patrick L. Lineberger
Department of Geophysics
The College of Continuing Education at the University of Hawaii, Manoa Campus in Honolulu, offered a
course on Japanese martial culture in the fall semester 1978. It was taught by Donn F. Draeger, an internationally
known specialist on Asian weapons and combative arts. This is the first course of its kind, not only at the University,
but elsewhere as well.
Lecture material covered history, religio-philosophical rationale, social and eco-technological processes,
educational structure and somatic nature of classical Japanese warriorship, a survey of related martial literary works
(Manyoshu; Nihonshoki; Kojiki; Go Rin no Sho; Konjaku Monogatari; and the Taiheiki) all set upon a hoplological
analysis of the evolution of Japanese classical weapons, armor, martial accoutrements, and combative systems from
the time of the rise of the classical warrior to that of their status in contemporary times.
Movies showing the martial displays at the Kashima, Katori, and Meiji shrines in Japan served as a valuable
teaching tool that enabled students to see for the first time what genuine Japanese martial arts are, their diversity, and
how they are practiced today in comparison to the modern do forms (judo, kendo, aiki-do, karate-do) with which
most people are acquainted.
During the seventh session, Messrs Draeger and Quintin T.G. Chambers demonstrated various weapons
techniques in the form of kenjutsu (aggressive swordsmanship), iai-jutsu (sword-drawing art), naginata-jutsu
(halberd art), kusarigama-jutsu (chain and sickle art), jutte-jutsu (truncheon art), tanjo-jutsu (short stick art), and
jojutsu (stick art) from a variety of different ryu (traditions). The morphological characteristics and hoplological
significances in their historic time-frame. Miura Hanae sensei (teacher) of the Jikishinkage Ryu, together with her
students, demonstrated naginata-do (halberd way) and the method of the kusarigama attached to their ryu; other
local exponents demonstrated kendo (sport swordsmanship) and iai-do (sword drawing way). These demonstrations
gave the students a first-hand look at the substantial differences between the classical and modern Japanese martial
arts and ways.
Following the demonstrations, students participated in experimental exercises with the bokken (wooden
sword). This opportunity served, to some extent, to illustrate to the student the intricacies of handling a Japanese
sword and, at the same time, gave a feel for what had just been seen in the demonstrations. Among the kinesiological
points of emphasis in the experimental exercises were the proper stances and posture for a swordsman, drawing the
sword and returning it to its proper sheathed position, several kamae (combative engagement posture), displacement
for engagement with an enemy, cutting exercises, and warrior etiquette in handling of the sword.
The immense popularity and high degree of success of this course clearly shows that the university system
can profitably establish a regular course of hoplological study at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Moreover,
the huge enrollment enjoyed by this course indicates the amount of interest in Asian weapons and combative systems
which, in turn, warrants courses such as this on a permanent basis at the University of Hawaii, where, heretofore, the
study of man's combative culture has been almost completely ignored. The University is being encouraged by
6
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students and residents of the Honolulu area to sponsor on-going, in-depth research courses such as this, although not
necessarily those limited to the Japanese ethnic sphere.

A SHORT HISTORY OF JODO IN MALAYSIA
Karunakaran
Field Hoplologist
International Hoplological Research Center
Malaysia is situated just below Thailand and sandwiched between Sumatra and Borneo. Three major ethnic
groups live in Malaysia: the Malays, the Chinese, and the Indians. Each group is enriched by its own traditional from
of martial culture. The Malays have silat, the Chinese have wu shu, and the Indians silambam and kuthu varusai. All
of these ethnic systems embody the use of the stick-like weapon and thus it is appropriate to put into the historical
record, while memories are fresh, just how jodo, a Japanese martial discipline came to take root in malaysia, for jodo
too, is based on the use of the fighting stick.
During the past forty years or more, Malaysians have had the opportunity to witness and practice modern
Japanese martial disciplines. Judo gained much popularity in the early years, and today annual national sport
championships are held. Karate-do came to the Malaysian scene somewhat later and boasts a large group of
advocates in all ethnic groups. Aikido has a moderate following, and kendo, the youngest of Japanese disciplines in
Malaysia, has yet to proliferate.
In 1970, Donn F. Draeger, a licensed instructor of the Shindo Muso Ryu, visited Malaysia after completing
some hoplological fieldwork in Indonesia; he was accompanied by Joseph A. Tartaglia, also of that ryu (tradition).
This duo introduced jodo to a group of fifteen interested local Malaysians in Penang. Draeger sensei and Mr.
Tartaglia then toured Malaysia and demonstrated jodo in various dojo (training area), introducing the art to a few
selected persons in Seremban, Johore Bahru, and Ipoh.
Now, in its ninth year of development in Malaysia, jodo is well accepted and established as a martial
discipline in Malaysia. It all began with the short visit by Draeger sensei and Mr. Tartaglia, which has proved to be
the foundation for the present national Malaysian Jodo Federation and its ever-growing number of jodo exponents.

HOPLOS POTPOURRI
Congratulations
International Hoplological Research Center Director for Research, Jeffrey L. Dann, completed his Ph.D.
(Anthropology) at the University of W ashington during 1978. Professor Dann's dissertation is entitled "Kendo in
Japanese Martial Culture: Swordsmanship as Self-Cultivation." He is currently doing research in Hawaii.
Martial Study in Japan
New admissions to classical Japanese martial traditions (ryu) include: David A. Hall, engaged in doctoral fieldwork
in connection with esoteric Buddhism, to the Kashima Shinden Jiki Shinkage Ryu; Philip Jupp, exponent of modern
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kendo and iaido, to the Kashima Shinto Ryu; and Phil Relnick, HOPLOS editor, to the Tenshin Shoden Katori
Shinto Ryu.

New Publications
books:
P'ng Chye Khim & Draeger, Donn F. as co-authors of Shaolin, Charles Tuttle Co., Tokyo & Rutland.
Chambers, Quintin T.G. & Draeger, Donn F. as co-authors of Javanese Silat, Kodansha International, Tokyo & Palo
Alto.
Articles:
Draeger, Donn F. & Dann, Jeffrey L., a two-part article co-authored and published in Play: Anthropological
Perspectives, Michael A. Salter (ed.), Leisure Press, W est Point. Draeger's article "Hoplology: The Case of Japanese
Martial culture and Combative Systems" sets the parameters for the study of Japanese martial culture and is the first
article on hoplology in anthropological literature. Dann's article, "Japanese Martial Culture & Styles of
Swordsmanship" delineates the nature of kendo over different periods of history.
Jackson, Gary B., University of Redlands, discusses "The Conveyance of Social Beliefs & Values through Aesthetic
Sport: The Case of Kendo" in Play: Anthropological Perspectives, Michael A. Salter (ed.), Leisure Press, W est
Point.
At The International Hoplological Research Center, Honolulu
The immense task of putting the resource materials (textual and photographic) in order continues at the Center,
Honolulu. Staff hoplologists, Donald Dixon, Patrick L. Lineberger, Nyle C. Monday, and Roberto Valdez, are in
charge of this very important work. Among their projects is the establishment of a reference file on every weapon
and combative system in the world, with type name, geographical, and ethnic cross referencing to facilitate recovery
of needed information. This data bank is being adapted for computerization.
Code of Ethics
There is a code of ethics for professional hoplologists to follow, albeit that it is not yet fully stated in writing nor
made available on a widespread basis. It is expected that a statement of the principles of ethics and professional
integrity in relation to hoplological research will appear in a handbook for hoplologists due for release in 1980.
Technical Terms
Technical terms concerning Japanese martial disciplines appearing in this issue are not necessarily considered
standard English equivalents at this time, but have been included for the convenience of the readers who may not
otherwise be familiar with the Japanese ethnic terms.
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KUTHU VARUSAI IN PENANG, MALAYSIA
Meik Skoss
Research Associate
International Hoplological Research Center
Last year, after attending the annual Malaysian kobudo (classical Japanese martial ways) centralized
training camp in Ipoh, Perak, I was fortunate to be able to spend several weeks travelling around the Malaysian
peninsula in the company of Donn Draeger, Kamataro Aizawa, and Hunter Armstrong. During the course of our
hoplological fieldwork we were able to see a number of combative arts of Chinese, Indian, and Malay origins. On my
return to Penang, and with the kind assistance of the senior jodo exponent in Malaysia, Mr. Karunakaran, I was able
to observe and interview a teacher and his student practicing the Indian arts of kuthu varusai and silambam. This
article is an attempt to share what I was told and observed about their art.
Kuthu means "punch," and varusai implies "continuous action" or "technique." The art, then, posits the
existence of a man defending himself against multiple opponents, and therefore requires that the exponent be able to
move in and respond to attack from any direction. There are a great number of different styles of kuthu varusai in the
Tamilnadu area of India; the one that I observed is from Nagor, and originated as a style connected with Indian
Muslims. The teacher I observed, however, is a Hindu, and told me that at present there are no religious restrictions
for membership, and that the use of religious texts is not so important as it once was.
The art is taught in the traditional manner, that is, the teacher chooses his disciples personally, who then live
with him. They are required to undergo a probationary period of one year during which time they are not instructed
in the art, but must serve their guru (teacher) as a means of demonstrating sincerity and character. The students are
traditionally forbidden to drink, smoke, or to womanize, but this rule appears to be somewhat more loosely enforced
at present, although improper or immodest behavior will bring punishment or expulsion from the group. Students are
divided into two types: regular students and special disciples for whom the discipline is more arduous. Regular
students are taught only what are called "white" techniques, those that are "on the surface" and are not so dangerous.
Only the teacher's chosen few are allowed to study the "black" techniques, which are those techniques and variations
that have lethal or otherwise drastic consequences.
Modern training, as conducted in Malaysia, has the exponents wearing light cotton trousers and t-shirts,
although in India the traditional veshti (a garment like a sarong which was colored white and consisted of eight
"lengths" of cloth worn wrapped around the waist and reaching to the ankle), the everyday clothing, was worn. It is
still used in Malaysia when the art is demonstrated at a festival or some other public occasion. The veshti is wrapped
around the waist as usual, but in combat or in practice, the legs are spread and the front is tucked up to the rear to
form a loose sort of trousers, allowing greater freedom of movement. A cloth similar to a muffler is often worn about
the neck. Hanging at arms's length, it can be wrapped about the waist to secure the tucked-up veshti in combat; tied
about the head for both physical protection and psychological fortification; or used to parry attacks and to snare or
impede the opponent.

Practice is normally conducted outside on hard ground and under natural conditions of light and footing,
although it can also be done indoors for purposes of privacy. Training is usually conducted both in the mornings for
an hour and evenings for three hours. It begins with warm-up exercises, continues with single (or solo) performance
of selected forms and with pre-arranged techniques and variations (taken from the forms) similar to the ippon and
sanbon kumite (one- and three-step sparring) of Japanese karate-do. Finally, free sparring with the teacher or senior
students may be conducted. This type of exercise allows hard but loose or slow contact with the body, but does not
permit striking of the "soft parts" or vital points. All practice is conducted under the close supervision of or in direct
participation with the instructor. No sport-type competition is permitted.
This system of kuthu varusai has, as its basic training method, pre-arranged sequences of movement called,
salavarusai (forms). There are at least 16 of them, performed as though on four sides of a square against multiple
"attackers." As mentioned before, there are two levels of technique involved: the "white" (corresponding to the
Japanese omote or surface techniques) and the "black" (similar to Japanese ura and/or oku waza, hidden or secret
meanings to the movements). W hen performing a form, the student goes through a salutation during which he
repeatedly touches the ground as a sign of respect for Mother Earth. This salutation is a sequence of movements
done in a wide stance, and does not make the exponent vulnerable; combat readiness and awareness is maintained
throughout. In partner practice, as a sign of respect and readiness for practice, the students clasp each other's right
hand and grasp the other's left wrist with their left hand to ensure that they cannot be pulled off balance or a locking
technique applied. As a measure of respect, the teacher's or senior's hand is on top.
Stances in this style of kuthu varusai are usually quite high and erect with little crouching or bending over.
The legs are kept wide apart, and stances similar to the Japan Karate Association's front, back, and cat stances are
most often used. The exponent faces both directly to the front and to the side at an angle of about 45 o. He may also
use a twisting stance wherein he will twist and lower his body to the ground in a manner very close to that of
Malaysian silat's sempok or depok. Two major differences from the silat-type posture, however, are that the lower
knee is not rested on the ground and the rear foot remains on the toes rather than on the instep of the foot, thus
seeming to preclude scooping up and throwing soil with the foot. It would seem possible, therefore, that this style
originated in an area with very hard or rocky soil.
Body displacement is usually made in a diagonal direction, and may involve twisting to avoid the
opponent's attack. The exponent will move either on a diagonal to the opponent's rear, or outside front, or step to the
side and twist into a half-horse type of stance, and then counter attack . He will usually attack either the front or back
leg to get a reaction from the opponent before going on to attack the vital points. The center of the exponent's gaze is
the solar plexus, and targets tend to be on the center line of the body: groin, solar plexus, throat, face and eyes.
The student of kuthu varusai makes wide use of the natural weapons of the body, and his arsenal of
techniques includes a great variety of actions. Punching uses moves of the standing fist, front fist, and arrow fist
more or less equally. The palm heel is used against the ears and neck, and the forearms against the neck or side of the
head. Thrusting is accomplished with the spear hand, and is directed against the neck, arm pits, solar plexus, groin,
ribs, throat, and eyes. Kicking is done with the instep against the inside of the knee, the ribs, groin, and throat. The
front snap kick is used when attacking the groin as well, and the side kick used in attacks to the side of the knee or
trunk. The thrust kick is also employed as opportunity permits, usually to the opponent's torso.
- to be continued -
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AN INTRODUCTION TO HOPLOLOGY: PART II OF II
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Research Center

The object and capability of the hoplological method is to trace out, by means of the best evidence available
pertaining to weapons and combative systems, the sequence of ideas and actions through which man has lived and
advanced his condition from the earliest times to the present. The hoplologist, therewith, attempts to provide reliable
new information that can possibly aid in the formulation of a philosophy of world progress, that is to say, to apply
hoplological knowledge to the betterment of the future of mankind.
To do this, the hoplologist must be both a specialist and generalist. In the formal academic sense of his
education he stems from a wide range of interests taken from both the “hard” and “soft” sciences. He may be a
medical doctor, a geologist, an anthropologist, physiologist, civil engineer, or an ethno-musicologist; an historian,
metallurgist, biologist, sociologist, meteorologist, or an artist. No legitimate field of study is unserviceable to the
hoplologist. But whatever his general interest and specialized field of expertise, the hoplologist is always, first and
foremost, an emically oriented person in terms of combative study. To his formal academic education he is required
to attach formal training and skill at arms in a personally selected ethnic area of combative study. For example, the
hoplologist may be highly skilled in Brazilian capoeira, Chinese wu shu, Indian silambam, Iranian koshti, Japanese
ko bujutsu, Toradjan sisemba, or any one or more of the countless other legitimate combative traditions of the world.
In view of his expertise with combatives, the hoplologist enjoys an inside, emic position which, when it is welded to
his academic achievements, produces a powerful combination that enables him to formulate meaningful insights not
available to the investigator who is only, and purely, academically trained. In terms of time spent in educating
himself, however, it is the combative sphere of the hoplologist's education that is most demanding, normally
requiring double that length of time necessary in the attainment of a Ph.D. or its equivalent.
The study of hoplology, at present, is distributed as follows:

Evolutionary Hoplology The study of origins and elucidating evolutionary factors that influence the
development of weapons and combative systems at all levels of social complexity in all ages. Also included
is the identification and ordering of genetic facts and processes for explanations made in terms of
evolutionary constraint and impetus such as determine man's combative potentialities and their applications
as social adaptations; the identification and ordering of historic genealogical facts and processes connected
with weapons and combative systems as concerns their inventors/founders/developers and the subsequent
dynamics of perpetuation of such weapons and systems; the processes and rates and distribution patterns of
diffusionary flows and transfers of weapons and combative systems between peoples and geographical
areas.
Functional Hoplology
The study of the morphology of weapons and combative systems in relation to
their combative function and effects. It includes the analysis and integrative classification of weapons and
combative systems in an order that permits their accurate identification and description as like or dissimilar
kinds for the purpose of making a contrastive and interpretative study of the symbiotic relationship between
weapons and combative systems in terms of allochronic, isochronic, diachronic, and synchronic
relationships at all levels of social complexity in all ages. Also included is the formulation of taxonomic
theory, terminology and concepts necessary to analysis and synthesis classification methods. The
determination of old, incomplete and non-extant weapons and combative systems is yet another avenue of
study.
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Technological Hoplology The study of the environmental factors and productional processes and their
relationships in the development of weapons and combative systems at all levels of social complexity in all
ages. It is the study of the identification of the biotic and physical agents that condition the making of
weapons and combative systems and including the division of labor involved in processing such materials.
Included, too, is a study of the subsequent impact of weapons and combative systems on the environment.
Consideration is also given to the conservation (care, maintenance, repair) of extant weapons, and the
methods of display and storage for such weapons.
Cultural Hoplology
The study of the socio-cultural roles and effects of weapons and combative
systems on the individual organism and the collective social organization at all levels of social complexity
in all ages. It includes the identification and description of the values and significances of man's belief
systems and their corresponding social institutions (religious, philosophical, magico-religio-philosophical,
political, legal, economic, social, educational) as well as the analysis of internal and external expressions of
behavior in relation to weapons and combative systems in symbiotic association in intra- and inter-social
dynamics. Also included is the study of linguistic implications in terms of combative culture.

Hoplology is most apt to attract young and innovative people following personal interests and talents where
best they lead, and who are interested in working with a wide variety of re-sources in a more meaningful study than
has heretofore been possible in the better-known academic disciplines. As hoplologists they join those already
established and, together, stand on the leading edge of an entirely new discipline.

Jodo IN SW ITZERLAND: RELATIONS THROUGH BUDO TRAINING
Pascal F. Krieger
Field Hoplologist
International Hoplological Research Center

It is an inviolable and basic requirement for any hoplologist that he actively engage in a combative
discipline of his choice. I am originally a judo exponent, but quickly came to realize the tremendous importance of
getting involved in classical Japanese martial disciplines. Thus, one of these disciplines, jodo of the Shindo Muso
Ryu, has been a great interest of mine for many years. I eventually made the effort to transplant jodo to my native
Switzerland in early 1971 after my return from extended study in Japan. The discipline was absolutely new there, and
I was alone and unable to demonstrate the repertoire of jodo for the lack of a trained partner. My move to the United
States of America later in the same year saw the small group of jodo exponents I had developed left without an
instructor.
From America I went back to Japan and engaged in four more years of training directly under the late
Shimizu Takaji, 25th headmaster of the Shindo Muso Ryu. I was awarded a menkyo rank of oku-iri. En route home
from Japan I attended centralized kobudo training at a summer camp in Malaysia. This annual event draws many
exponents from different disciplines, but the focus is on classical Japanese martial arts (bujutsu) and martial ways
(budo).
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To show the degree of enthusiasm that we attach to jodo, it is expected that as many as eight jodo exponents
will make the great effort to travel to Malaysia mid-1979 to attend the annual kobudo centralized training program
there. For most of us, this means trouble with our companies in obtaining the necessary vacation time, as well as a
great deal of personal expense. Not only do Malaysian hospitality and their magnificent spirit of international
brotherhood act strongly to attract us there, but those of us who will be in attendance hope to further our technical
skills in jodo and also our general knowledge about hoplology through the seminars that will augment the centralized
training.
Since my return to Switzerland in September 1976 I am highly pleased to report that a steady group of
twenty-five exponents has been formed. Training is regularly conducted in Geneva, where I live, and at Montreux on
the Lake of Geneva, about one hundred kilometers away. Training is conducted three times a week and the technical
standard is fast improving. W e usually follow the workout with a friendly get-together at some local place where,
over a glass of beer, hearty discussions on both budo and non-budo subjects strengthen the bonds of comradeship
between all of us.

A FIELD STUDY ANECDOTE
Meik Skoss
Research Associate
International Hoplological Research Center
Have you ever gotten one step ahead of yourself, realized it, and still gone on to have a minor accident? As
an example, you straighten suddenly and realize you are going to bump into something or slip even as you move and
then ...
This and similar situations from everyday life point out something that is an ever-present danger to
hoplological researchers, or, for that matter, anybody involved in the study and use of weapons or combative
systems. Specifically, while engaged in field study in Malaysia last year, I was handling a blowgun dart, and
managed to prick myself in the palm just after thinking to myself, "I must be careful: some of these darts are
poisoned." Luckily for me, the dart in question had not been treated with the poison, a neurotoxin for which no
antidote is known.
W hether engaged in typological classification, field study, or personal training, the hoplologist is constantly
working with something that can prove injurious or worse if and when it is not treated with proper caution and
respect. The nature of the artifacts in question are often vastly different from those usually encountered by the
anthropologist or archaeologist. One of the marks of professional attitude and training is the ability to properly
handle and care for the objects of our study and training. W hat is now a personal anecdote and a source of kidding
for me could have turned out very dry, indeed.

IN MEMORY
D'arcy Norman Champney, field hoplologist, IHRC, passed away May 4, 1979, following a short bout with
cancer at his home at Perth, Australia.
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HOPLOS POTPOURRI

IHRC Logo
The official IHRC logo appears for the first time in the headband on the lead page of this issue of HOPLOS. This
logo represents a specialized lithic form designed for use as a major component part of two of man's earliest, most
basic, weapons--the spear and the arrow. This kind of stone artifact has special significance for hoplology in that the
earliest hominids can be identified as being distinctly human by association with the stone weapons made by
percussion and flaking techniques we call flint knapping. Flint knapping is one of the first industrial arts of man, and
is testimony to man's ability to induce and control the fracture of stone to form functional implements. Reducing the
initial mass of lithic material to a finished product requires many stages of manufacture, indicating systematic
knowledge of, and control over, raw materials. The maker forms stone into his mental conception in accordance with
a preconceived plan of action by means of muscular motor habits applied with order and precision to a technological
procedure. In the case of a spearhead or arrowhead thus formed, he produces two kinds of weapons that play
important roles in man's social adaptations. Thus, the stone artifact depicted in the IHRC logo represents a sociocultural nexus between man's most remote past and his present state of development.

Clarification
Field hoplologist Karunakaran's article on the historical facts concerning the development of Japanese jodo (the way
of the stick) in Malaysia, is extended by additional facts. W hereas it is true that jodo as an organized activity in
Malaysia began in 1971, nevertheless, in 1965, Donn F. Draeger and W illiam A. Fuller gave a jodo demonstration in
Johor Baru in connection with their stay in Singapore for study of physical training methods of Gurkha troops
stationed there.

Reports From:
Malaysia
Samuel Hardy, field hoplologist of the International Hoplological Research Center, is an estate manager on Carey
Island, Selangor, Malaysia. Sam writes that he is continually active in training in spite of the fact that he is in remote
country. He trains together with an estate worker in iai-do, kendo, and jodo. His research has to do with the weapons
and combative systems of aboriginal peoples in Malaysia. Looking forward to the mid-year 1979 centralized kobudo
training camp in Malaysia, Sam hopes it will be "an injection of new spirit into my training."

India
From India comes word that field hoplologist V. Pandian, (M.A., M. Litt., Ph.D.) has been busy in the capacity of
technical advisor for the film "Ondanondu Kaladalli" (Once Upon A Time), depicting the life of Indian warriors of
A.D. 1200. Moreover, Dr. Pandian directs the operation of the Bodhidharma Martial Arts Academy, with several
branches in Tamilnadu, and in the remainder of his time has completed his new book, entitled, Upanayana. He is
planning to do more research on Indian martial culture with a view toward authoring another book on the weapons
and combative traditions of India.
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California
Michael Belzer, a jujutsu exponent in California, calls for the organization of several week-long seminars on
Japanese martial culture. He suggests that these be hosted in the near future so that these events might reach the
growing number of persons interested in this subject. A competent array of specialists are available from Japan, and
Mike's suggestion awaits finding some person or agency capable of being host. Ideas or suggestions are welcomed.

Announcements
Applications are being received from individuals who have the following minimal qualifications; more details upon
request.
1. Ph.D., or equivalent with specialization in higher mathematics (matrix algebra; linear and non-linear equations;
Taylor series, etc.) to undertake original research work in areas connected with the problems of defining in various
ways the nature of hand-to-hand weapons and combative systems.
2. Post-graduate level individuals with specialization in archaeology to develop/refine hoplological typology
methods of lithic materials, taxonomic theory, terms and concepts.
3. Post-graduate level individuals with specialization in artifact photography to develop/refine hoplological field and
catalog photographic methods for weapons and combative systems.
Closing date, October 1, 1979. Apply by resume with covering letter detailing relevancy of qualifications and names
and contact addresses of at least three references to: Director for Administration, IHRC, P.O. Box 11118, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96814 [96828], U.S.A.

Subscription Rates
Subscription is by donation to help defray publication and mailing costs. Subscription rates are: single
issues, US$1.00 or ¥200; six issues, US$5.00 or ¥1,100. All subscriptions should be sent to: HOPLOS, P.O. Box
380, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-91, Japan, and include the subscriber's full name and the address to where HOPLOS is to
be sent. All information should be typed or printed clearly. If subscribing from outside Japan, send a bank draft,
postal money order, or personal check. If subscribing from within Japan, a personal check, bank draft, or cash will be
accepted.

Articles For HOPLOS
You, the readers, are encouraged to contribute to HOPLOS. This newsletter exists to help you become
better informed about what is going on in hoplology throughout the world, so please tell us about your research
activities, submit comments and opinions on the work of others, exchange ideas and information and request any
assistance you need in any aspect of hoplology.
All material published in this newsletter must be of an original nature and should not have previously been
printed or scheduled to appear in any other publication. Exception can be made only if this newsletter obtains
permission for republication. Material submitted should be factual; no fiction, legends or romantic tales are
appropriate unless such material supports, rebuts or otherwise elucidates what is otherwise believed to be scientific
or historical fact. The staff of HOPLOS reserves the right to reject any material received.
Material submitted for publication in this newsletter must meet with certain requirements, among which the
most important is that the subject material be of a high technical standard. All articles, books for review, and
correspondence pertaining thereto should be sent to HOPLOS, P.O. Box 380, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-91, Japan.
Single articles should not exceed 800 words; longer articles must be presented in a series. All articles
should be submitted as a neatly typed original, on one side of the paper only, and with wide margins and doublespaced sentences. Foreign words, those other than English ones, must be italicized (shown by underlining) the first
time that they appear in the text, and an English equivalent be given; numerals should not be italicized; thereafter the
same foreign words in the body of the text need not be italicized. Footnotes, which should be as few as possible,
should be typed separately, double-spaced, at the end of the article. Bibliographical references should be listed
HOPLOS
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alphabetically at the end of the article and reference made to this list in the text rather than in footnotes. Long
quotations should be typed in single-spaced lines, without quotation marks, and should be incorporated in the main
body of the text, but identified there by insetting the body of the quote from the normal margins. Short quotations of
one sentence should be indicated by the use of double quotation marks. Diagrams, tables, and graphic illustration
should be made on separate sheets and their desired position in the text clearly indicated. Photographs that
accompany the text may either be keyed into the text or left independent of it; each photograph sent must be clearly
identified and numbered on its reverse side (without damage to the printed surface by pressure marks). Captions
should accompany all photographs submitted, regardless if such caption swill appear in the published article.
Photographs (black and white or color) should be professionally taken and prepared as approximately 5" x 7" glossy
prints. Manuscripts are not returnable, nor will photographs and other illustrative or graphic material be returned
except in those cases where rare original objects are concerned, the return of which has been requested by the author.
Unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, and other graphics submitted should be accompanied by a selfaddressed envelope and return postage. W hile the staff of HOPLOS takes every reasonable precaution with all
materials they receive, they assume no responsibility either for the storage, or return of unsolicited materials.
Selected Background Reading
This is a selected reading list for those interested in hoplology and related subjects. As much as possible, this will
become a regular feature of this newsletter.
Crabtree, Don E. An Introduction to Flintworking. Pocatelo,
Idaho, Occasional Papers of the Idaho State University, #28. 1972.
Inami, Hakusui. Nippon-To: The Japanese Sword Tokyo, Japan, Japan
Sword Co., Ltd., 1948.
Keegan, John. The Face of Battle: A Study of Agincourt, Waterloo
and the Somme. Middlesex, England, Penguin Books, 1978.
Lee, Richard B. & Dover, Irven, Eds. Man The Hunter. Chicago,
Aldine Publishing Co., 1968.
Lorenz, Konrad. On Aggression. New York, Bantam Books, 1971.
Nakamura, Hajime. Ways of Thinking of Eastern peoples:
India/China/Tibet/Japan. ed. P. W iener. Honolulu, Hawaii, University Press of Hawaii, 1974.
W atanabe, Ichiro. Meiji Budo Shi. (A History of Meiji Period
Budo). Tokyo, Japan, Shinjinbutsu Oraisha, 1971.
W ilkinson, Fredrick. Arms and Armour. London, Hamlyn, 1978.
W ise, Arthur. The Art and History of Personal Combat. London,
Hugh Evelyn, 1971.
Yumoto, John M. The Samurai Sword: A Handbook. Rutland, Vermont,
and Tokyo, Japan, Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1978.
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KUTHU VARUSAI IN PENANG, MALAYSIA
PART II OF II
Meik Skoss
Research Associate
International Hoplology Research Center

Lest the reader think that kuthu varusai consists only of sparring techniques, I must say that this is not
the case. The art includes a number of very effective grappling and submission movements as well. Seizing is
often used, being directed against the armpits, the throat, and facial areas (eyes, nose, or throat). Throwing is
done very efficiently, the emphasis being on immediate action and results, rather than long complicated
movements. Timing is thus very important as the exponent will parry or block an attack, seize the opponent,
and immediately execute a throw. Locks are also performed in a similar manner, either by parrying and
locking, or seizing and locking. The arms and legs are both targets for joint techniques, with the ankles and
knees often being wrenched to force submission.
Finally, it must be noted that kuthu varusai is a realistic art, and prepares its students to face attacks
involving the use of weapons. Three types of weapons are used: the sword, a double set of deer antlers, and the
stick. The stick comes in two lengths; the longer stick reaching to mid-forehead, and the shorter one to waist
height, in which case two sticks are used, both being of the same length.
I did not observe the sword techniques, and thus am unable to report on them. The deer antlers are
used in a dual fashion, to catch and disarm a stick-wielding opponent and to strike or thrust in counter attack,
and are usually used in pairs.
The use of the stick is an art unto itself, and is called silambam. The short stick, usually used in pairs,
is called kata kambu, and the long stick is referred to as neti kambu, meaning "forehead stick."
The sticks are held in a very loose grip, at times reminiscent of the way a billiard cue is held. The end
is always kept pointed at the opponent as the exponent circles about him looking for an opening. Both of the
people will circle each other, frequently reversing directions, so the manner of holding the stick also involves
frequent shifting of the weapons.
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When surrounded by multiple opponents attempting to close and attack, the exponent will engage in
double-handed spinning of the stick around his body, forcing his enemies to keep their distance to avoid
getting struck. He may also engage in single- or double-handed whirling with the stick to create a larger space
for himself and more freedom of movement. This type of whirling action is continuous when the exponent is
being severely pressed, and presents great difficulties for opponents trying to get close enough to attack. The
whirling does not appear to affect the balance or movement of the practiced exponent, as the people
demonstrating exhibited no dizziness and did not stumble.
Targeting for the stick is varied. It is used in a striking manner against the knees, shins, torso, arms,
shoulders, and head. Thrusting is performed against the feet (particularly the big toe), torso, throat, eyes,
temples, and general head area. All movements are practiced at speed, each student searching for openings and
attacking them as he finds them. The exponent armed with a stick does not remain still, but, as noted before,
circles about his opponent continuously, frequently changing his direction of movement as he seeks an
opportunity to attack. Stances using the stick are primarily high although a low crouch may be used when
making an attack. Once again, however, the lowered knee will not touch the ground, thus ensuring that the
exponent will remain able to move quickly and not become static.
There are many other styles of silambam and kuthu varusai, and in the future I hope to be able to
observe them. The method just described appears to be a fully effective art enabling the exponent to respond to
a large number of combative situations with considerable confidence and expertise. The system does not
neglect the use of anatomical weapons, and makes use of a wide variety of tactics performed in an efficient
manner with full consideration given for practical rather than aesthetic effect. This is furthered by the
insistence on training on natural surfaces in natural conditions, rather than an ideal situation where the trainee
can take footing, lighting, and ease of movement for granted. The teacher whom I observed and talked with
maintained a close relationship with his students, preferring to teach a few people well, rather than many
people haphazardly. His instruction is concise and effective, and he closely supervises the students' training
and progress. Further, since he sets a high personal standard of conduct, he exerts a positive social influence in
his community, and is highly regarded. I was personally very impressed with both the man and his art, and
look forward to viewing this art again next time I visit Malaysia. It would be an interesting and valuable
adjunct to the Japanese weapon and body arts, providing both perspective and technical breadth.

THE INTERNATIONAL HOPLOLOGICAL RESEARCH CENTER
Phil Relnick
Director for Development, IHRC

Throughout the pages of HOPLOS, there is considerable mention made of the International
Hoplological Research Center. the short, abbreviated terms used by hoplologists, "IHRC" and "the Center,"
have already become convenient, standard expressions. Incoming correspondence shows a growing interest in
the workings of the Center, so it does not seem to be too untimely to make mention of some important facts
concerning its present status.
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It should be made clear that, for the present, the Center is largely a concept. Some persons no doubt
see the Center as being just a dream, but in the minds of dedicated, core-group hoplologists, especially those
who are closest to the work of developing the Center, it is very real. True, the Center does not yet have suitable
facilities, at least not in terms of what is hoped will be its final form. Nevertheless, the Center manages to work
and grow.
In order that the Center may be properly established, one of the first priorities has been to initiate and
continue the complicated and time-consuming legal spadework, the time factor accruing because of an already
crowded and overworked court schedule in the State of Hawaii where the Center is finally to be constructed.
Once these legal details have been resolved and the necessary funding established, the construction of the
Center may begin. The construction of the Center obviously involves a considerable amount of money, so it is
expected that it will take about a decade of hard work on the part of those concerned with its development for
it to reach its mature form. Progressive stages of its development have been carefully planned, and will be
closely followed until its completion.
In the interim, the Center will operate in the best way it can, though always facing a critical shortage
of working space and the lack of a feeling of permanency that is vital for it to work at full efficiency. The
enormous amount of resource material already collected by the Center offers not only storage problems, but
laboratory space problems as well because the materials are often used in hoplological research work.
Persons and organizations expecting to deal with the Center are thus asked to appreciate the above
limitations and handicaps under which the Center must operate at present, and to bear with any delays or
inconveniences that will undoubtedly arise in the course of any dealings they may have with Center.

ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR HOPLOLOGICAL FIELD WORK
Staff Report

California-based jujutsu exponent Mike Belzer is in Malaysia for the First International Jodo
Jamboree, held in conjunction with the annual All Malaysia Centralized Kobudo Training Camp in Taiping,
Perak. Thereafter, he will become a member of a hoplological research team working on the Malaysian
Peninsula.
Mike is presently majoring in Sociology at UCLA, and has announced that he will be awarded four
units of credit for this month of field work. He is required to keep a detailed journal, which he must present to
his professor on his return to the university in the fall. They will then discuss how to further utilize the
information and experience in relation to Mike's overall sociology program.
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HOPLOLOGY & CULTURAL PRESERVATION
Arino De Souza Mattos Filho
IHRC Research Associate

It was with pleasant surprise that I received HOPLOS' inaugural issue, mostly because it happened at
the exact moment when the need for communication between researchers in hoplology was pressing more than
ever. I am fully convinced that the time has come for a careful understanding of human combative response to
environment and/or cultural circumstances. I believe that future development of hoplology will complete an
unconfessed blank--a kind of forgotten link--in anthropological studies.
The importance of this moment has to be taken with not a light responsibility since it involves not only
culturological identifications and explanations, as stated by Donn F. Draeger, but--a vital point--it also touches
the nucleus of human nature, the genetic background. Here, a long, perhaps fantastic voyage begins, and the
hoplological interdisciplinary arsenal will have to be activated in order to deal effectively with this evasive
dimension.
As occurred in the beginning of anthropological research, it seems to me that the present stage of
hoplological studies is at a similar ethnological level, predominately descriptive, be the subjects less complex
systems such as Huka-huka wrestling from Brazil's Xinguan area, N'Golo dances from Angola, or the highly
complex and formalized combative systems from China, Japan, and other countries.
This is the time to collect data, to preserve cultural tra-ditions, some of which are undoubtedly near
extinction. Thinking on this matter, two questions arise in my mind for those engaged in hoplological research.
The first concerns European traditions. The second involves the very modern systems of combat shooting and
related activities.
I understand sophisticated Oriental traditions may present a fascinating field of study for Westerners,
but it also seems to me that, in many cases, much subjective motivation is at work. I ask, as an example, why
not stimulate a tour de force towards research on the old fencing systems from Spain? Scholars in that part of
the Old World could excavate the shadows of history and help bring to daylight the secrets of this very
important system. No doubt Spanish fencing, endangered as it is, should be placed among priority matters in
hoplology.
Also, sooner or later, hoplologists will have to face the hodiernal phenomenon of firearms, which, in a
similar fashion to Japanese bugei and budo, presents both combat and target aspects. I am sure it will offer a
fascinating, dynamic field of study to the observer, and no reason to ignore the recent revival of realistic
shooting centered in Arizona under the direction of Jeff Cooper.
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THOUGHTS ON THE REFORMULATION OF HOPLOLOGY
Richard A. Hayes
IHRC Consultant Hoplologist

From the onset of the “the reformulation” of hoplology, we must put hoplology on a wider track than
that afforded by a pure culturological basis. This is imperative.
Hoplology presents a boundless concept and context. The content is derived through an eclectic
approach, which, while eclectic in principle, may be particular or singular in practice. Thus, the factors and
discussion of a given subject may originate from within any one discipline, or several disciplines. Whenever
conflicts arise between differing disciplines regarding subject matter (cultural anthropology and sociobiology,
for example), then these differences will be duly noted and explained. This “openness” should be a prime
feature of our modern hoplology.
Let me make a point here regarding consensus, unanimity, and so on, with respect to the reformulation
of hoplology. We must not allow a search for consensus to impede the solidification of a point of view. What
hoplology needs initially is a strong point of view. Unanimity is not a sharp prow with a cutting edge.
The subject of terminology in the field of hoplology is one of our top priorities. We must forthwith
establish our working vocabulary. From the onset we must drop all ethnic terms and all metaphorical language.
We may lose a lot of the fine tuning in doing this, but it must be done without the slightest compromise. This
means that the “new hoplology” will read and appear rather gross or coarse initially, but in due time the fine
tuning will be reinserted as we gain experience and monitor and evaluate our needs. We should be very patient
and in no particular hurry regarding the reintroduction of the necessary fine tuning.
For the present, the hoplologist should employ the terminology of the mainline practitioners of each
respective discipline. If a term is used at Moscow University and at the University of Chicago, then it is
“international” no matter how archaic or inefficient it may be. If we remake or ignore these standard terms
(they may not be “international,” but they are “standard”), then hoplology becomes suspect. The worst thing
we can do is to get into a habit of creating neologisms. Soon there develops the special jargon used by the
ingroup (hoplologists) and, therewith, hoplology becomes incomprehensible to the outgroup (which is most
of the academic world). Far better to labor under the use of terminology which is standard to the spectrum of
academic disciplines, than to go off on some neologistic tangent and become suspect. I consider this crucial to
the future status and reputation of hoplology - that hoplological terminology be coordinated with the standard
terminology of all the disciplines upon which it impinges, and which contribute to it. Only when terminology
does not exist should new terms be coined. Any new “field of study” which is by nature eclectic--as in the case
for hoplology--is already in trouble enough, without making added problems for itself by alienating long
established disciplines.
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THE TERMINOLOGY STUDY PROJECT
Don F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological research Center.

Any careful review of the academic literature dealing with weapons and combative systems quickly
reveals that many panchrestons becloud the subject. The panchreston is defined as a word or concept covering
a wide range of different phenomena and connoting a different meaning for each user. Thus, the panchreston,
because it proceeds without an agreed meaning, fosters an interchange of misunderstanding and contributes
little or nothing more than confusion. Examples of panchrestons that are particularly within the provenance of
hoplology, but are also important issues in other disciplines are: aggression, combative, drive, instinct, martial,
ritual, war, and weapon (as distinct from tool). Terms that are descriptive of the morphology of weapons and
combative systems are also replete with panchrestons that have been carried forward ab antiquo without
critical examination as to their accuracy and relevancy to modern research strategy.
In recent years at the International Hoplological Research Center in Hawaii, hoplologists have been
aware that the existing methods of describing cultural objects for scientific study, storage, and display, present
not a few terminological problems. Private naming systems for such objects exist, but the majority of them are
not formally organized. Thus, the many different systems in use are all without widespread acceptance and
authority, leaving the matter of international communication and coordination unresolved. It occurs, moreover,
that just as there exists international terminology committees in many of the "hard" sciences to make
international transmission of information easier and more understandable to those who must deal with it, that
time is long overdue for the establishment of a similar accomplishment in the field of the "soft" sciences such
as anthropology and hoplology.
Hoplologists at the Center are currently engaged in a terminological study project. it is an enormous
undertaking, international in scope, which may well occupy hoplologists indefinitely, but there is consensus on
its importance. Goals of the study include the establishment of a more thoroughly international system of
naming cultural objects and concepts important to hoplology. It is expected, however, that the resulting system
will also be useful to the anthropologists (qua archaeologist and ethnographer), biologist, ethologist, historian,
museologist, psychologist, and sociologist. Another aspect of this project is the compiling of terminology
publications under Center imprint in which the compiling of terminology publications under Center imprint in
which the standard terms useful to specialists, hoplologists in particular, will appear.
The Terminology Project Committee Chairman for 1979 is Nyle C. Monday, Staff Associate
Hoplologist at the Center. He is assisted by Center Research Associates Hunter Armstrong, Larry Bierri, Don
Dixon, Meik Skoss, and Roberto Valdez.
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New Mailing Format
This issue of HOPLOS does away with the mailing envelope on international subscriptions. We are aware that
some readers have been receiving empty envelopes, and hope that this simple, folded mailing will clear up that
difficulty. If you have missed either Number 1 or 2, please inform us, and we will send you a replacement.

Announcement
The IHRC is now conducting a forum and invites discussion from any and all sources on two of
hoplology's most basic questions:
1. What is a weapon?
2. What is a combative system (hand-to-hand combat)?
Discussion on these two topics should include a formal definition of each. It is planned to publish the
most original and appropriate papers in future issues of HOPLOS.

Martial Study in Japan
Muthu Karuppan, field hoplologist, Malaysia, has been accepted by the headmaster of the Tatsumi
Ryu for study. Mr. Karuppan will travel to Japan in October of this year, and plans to spend a minimum of four
years training in specialties such as kenjutsu, iai-jutsu, and yawara. Mr. Karuppan will also engage in the study
of esoteric Buddhism.
Bruce Brown, graduate student in Asian Studies at Sophia University, Tokyo, Japan, has been
accepted by the Masaki Ryu for study. Mr. Brown is now training in such specialties as manrikigusari-jutsu,
kusarigama-jutsu, jutte-jutsu, hojo-jutsu, tai-jutsu, and shuriken-jutsu.

Articles For HOPLOS
You, the readers are encouraged to contribute to HOPLOS. This newsletter exists to help you become better
informed about what is going on in hoplology throughout the world, so please tell us
about your research activities, submit comments and opinions on the work of others, exchange ideas and
information and request any assistance you need in any aspect of hoplology. All material published in this
newsletter must be of an original nature and should not have previously been printed or scheduled to appear in
any other publication unless this newsletter obtains permission for republication. All articles, books for review,
and correspondence pertaining thereto should be sent to HOPLOS, P.O. Box 380, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-91,
Japan.

Selected Background Reading
Atyeo, Don. Blood and Guts: Violence in Sports. New York: Paddington, 1979.
Boddy, John. Brain Systems and Psychological Concepts. Manchester: John Wiley & Sons, 1978.
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Burton, Sir Richard. Book of the Sword. New York: Barnes & Noble, 1972. (Reprint of 1884 edition Piccadilly: Chatto & Windus.)
Cumont, Franz. After Life in Roman Paganism. 1922.
Farrington, B. Politics in the Ancient World. 1939.
Huizinga, Hohan. Homo Ludens. Boston: Beacon Press, 1950.
Kochetkova, Veronika I. Paleoneurology. Manchester: John Wiley & Sons, 1978.
Jahns, Max. Entwick-lungsgeschichte der Alten Trutzwaffen. 1899.
Lattimore, Owen. Inner Asian Frontiers of China. London & New York: 1940.
Otake, Risuke. Katori Shinto Ryu (The Deity & The Sword.) Tokyo: Minato Research, 1977-78. (3 volume
series).
Treece, Henry and Oakeshott, Ewart. Fighting Men. Leicester: Brockhampton Press, 1963.
Vayda, A.P. Maori Warfare. Wellington: The Polynesian Society Inc., 1960.
Wilson, E.O. Human Nature. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978.
_________. Sociobiology. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975.
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NOTES ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE FOIL
AND SMALLSWORD ON THE FIGHTING ARTS
OF EUROPE
Tom Conroy
Field Hoplologist

European and especially French foil fencing, with its nearly identical predecessor, smallsword
fighting, has shaped the technique of Western close combat systems and combat sports since it developed
around 1680. Although the short, edgeless, delicate thrusting sword is almost useless except under the artificial
rules of the single combat sword duel, the technique, as developed, forms the basis for almost all European
non-missile fighting systems. A typical example of this influence is seen in the varieties of bayonet drill used
in the U.S. Civil War. George B, McClellan translated and modified the system of the great French fencing
master, Gomard, who had developed his bayonet system from his knowledge of the foil. R. Milton Cary, of
Richmond, translated the French Army system for the use of southern volunteers; this system is different from
Gomard's, but is also close to foil fencing, especially in the parries.
Most dramatic and unexpected of the derivatives of foil fencing is the old English bareknuckle boxing
technique, now entirely abandoned in favor of the American glove technique that developed circa 1885-1915.
In bareknuckle technique the straight left, the fundamental blow, is simply a mirror-image of a short foil lunge
with the arm extended late (for power) rather than early (for accuracy). Power is developed by throwing the
body weight directly at the opponent, rather than by throwing it into rotation on the axis of the spine, as is the
case in American glove boxing. The bareknuckle straight right also gains much of its power from the lunge.
The uppercut, the only other blow used in the fully developed bareknuckle style (circa 1840-1880) was of
minor importance and obscure mechanics. This subjection of unarmed combat technique to foil technique is
especially striking because the English were remarkable for a preference of the cut over the thrust in sword and
stick techniques, and had a national inability to achieve greatness with the small sword or foil. It is the English
scorn for "frog-pricking" that makes the foil-boxing connection more significant than the foil-boxe Francaise
(savate) connection.
Notice the apparent paradox: the foil's technique is not well adapted to general combat situations, yet
skill with the foil has been used as the foundation for skill with the sabre, bayonet, stick, or fists, and all these
arts have borrowed heavily from foil technique. My hypothesis in resolution of the paradox is as follows: The
artificially limited nature of the foil/smallsword itself, and the still greater limitations forced by its conventions
of combat (whether for the duel or for sport) make the basic technique of the foil very simple. Although foil
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actions are highly refined and capable of great complication in combinations, there are actually only a small
number of them. The simplicity of foil technique forces the fencer to rely, from an early stage in his training,
on his senses of distance, timing, and his evaluation of his opponent's character, and judgement in general,
rather than on mere physical advantage or highly polished but mechanical technique. It is faster and easier to
learn new, complicated techniques after individual judgement has developed than before. Thus, by forcing the
beginner to use his judgement from a comparatively early stage in his training, the whole process of learning
combative skills is speeded up, and the acquisition of an entirely new fighting art becomes no more than a
matter of learning or adapting new technique.
Bibliography
Please refer to the selected background reading list on page 7.

NOTES FROM THE ETHIOPIAN FIELD: PART I
Clive Nicol
Field Hoplologist

(An extract from a letter written by Mr. clive Nicol while in the Simien Mountain area of Ethiopia.)
I looked around for stick fighting styles as well as the actual sticks used. Most of these weapons are
very crudely made. In this area they are fashioned from olive wood. Some are as long as the Japanese jo
(approximately 127cm long), but are slightly thinner (less than 2.5cm in diameter). There are no experts here,
or if there are, they are very much reluctant to come forth, despite the lure of money.
With the long stick, which is really used for walking or balancing loads, they use a two-handed
fighting method, grasping one end of the stick with the hands held closely together. There is also a shorter
length stick, a club, bound at intervals with bands of iron.
They are better fighters in the north. I could not locate anyone in particular who might be highly
skilled, but I gather that the standard techniques are about the same everywhere. I picked up a rather nice short
club of olive wood which I am sure you will enjoy.
The most famed stick fighters, however, are in the south, and these are the people of the Galla tribe. I
will have to try very hard before I will be able to get photographs of their techniques; they are very cagey about
allowing anybody to photograph them. There are no "schools" or set teachers anywhere, to the best of my
knowledge. It is strictly a father-to-son affair, or just a technique to be picked up at random, and only practiced
while engaged in actual combat. When I ask to be shown the techniques, they suspect that I am looking for a
fight, and must, therefore, be a very dangerous man. It takes a lot of explaining to make them understand that I
am merely interested in making an investigation of their weapons and combative arts.
The Tigre area tribes call their stick weapon dula, but this kind of weapon is also typical of the
Ambara people. Both of these ethnic groups are Semitic in origin, and much more work remains to be done in
the investigation of Semitic influence on their weaponry.
- to be continued -
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NOTES ON BANDIT WEAPONS IN BRAZIL
Arino Mattos
Research Associate
International Hoplological Research Center

I hope that you already have the long punhal, and I feel very curious about what you think of it. You'll
notice at once that the steel used in its manufacture is not of high quality, but this is understandable because
the tradition is dying out, and this sort of weapon is gradually disappearing from the nordeste (northeast)
landscape due to industrialization of the urban areas and the massive migration of people from the countryside.
Punhal is only a generic name. More proper is sangrador, or sangradeira. I see no translation for
these words, but in time perhaps I can find one. Originally, this weapon was used by the cowboys--vaqueiros
(boiadeiros or peoes), but later it became a symbol of the bandits, the cangaceiros or jagunços (who were
something like the Japanese yojimbo [bodyguard, in the bad sense]). To use this weapon against an adversary
was called sangrar, a term that means to kill somebody as though he were a pig!
The hiding places of these bandits were called coitos, and their protectors (most of them influential
politicians) were coiteiro. Thus, when we say, "O cangaceiro esta acoitado," it means that the bandit is under
protection, and is, furthermore, in hiding.
Not much vegetation can be seen today in the nordeste area. The climate is subtropical, and in
colonial times the Portuguese destroyed the whole ecological balance there, making the land a place of horrible
desolation. Some green, however, can still be seen at the seashore, and in scattered isolated places called
agreste, which are the only farming areas remaining. I believe that the ruggedness of the environment is
responsible for the bad reputation of the mixed Indian, European, and African people (Indian blood always
dominates) who reside in these areas. There is much in their language and physical appearance that makes
these caboclo nordestino unique and tough. People from other parts of Brazil refer to them as cabeças chatas,
the "Flat-headed people."

Punhal

Overall length: 74 cm
Blade length: 58 cm
Blade width: 1.7 cm
Cutting edge margin: rebated

HOPLOS

Hilt:

11 cm; horn grip with brass fittings, silver and colorful
inlay, silver pommel.
Scabbard: 61 cm; tooled leather, proximal portion glued, distal
portion sewn, flexible leather clip.
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A NOTE ON RESEARCH OF HOPLOLOGICAL LITERATURE
FROM THE IHRC IN HONOLULU
Don Dixon
Staff Hoplologist
International Hoplological Research Center

Here at HOPLOS Honolulu, I am wringing the libraries dry of references to hoplological material,
subsequently to card-a-log it and collect xeroxes of all the desirable items. Bibliographies of scientific journals
and art periodicals are handy. (If you want something done, go to somebody who's already done it for you.)
Hitting them all, the comprehensive French Bulletin Signaletique, the provincial Swedish Svensk Bokforteck-ning, the Polish Wiadomosci Archeologicze, and others, there are four thousand references in my notebooks
(Who out there reads Armenian?) and accumulating.
Eventually, they should be indexed for ongoing perusal by ethnic nomenclature ("ethnoms," let's say)-such as poggomoggan, hache-marteau, or sap--by ethnic group, and by place of provenance, to facilitate
future data manipulation. As a crutch, because foreign languages are obstacles, I've scribbled together a few
glossaries--Swedish, for instance--of terms like yxe (axe), svärd (sword), and spira (mace).
Some journal articles will be difficult to copy--Weadomsci Archeologicze, for instance--but might be
acquired through the Center for Research Libraries in Chicago and other agencies. (Who has a pen pal in
Poland?)
Subscriptions of some reference materials have been terminated by the budget-axe (budgetar-yxe,
Swed.) here, and I'll petition for their resumption (or subscribe, myself).
In audio-viz, I'm scanning for anthropology field study films and tapes (The Axe Fight of the
Yanomamö, Kyudo: Japanese Ceremonial Archery, ...).
Whoever has advice on how I can get on with all this, please drop me a note via our IHRC Post Office
Box 11118, here in Honolulu, Hawaii, 96288.

COMPUTERIZATION IN HOPLOLOGY
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Research Center

Hoplological taxonomy at the International Hoplological Research Center is pioneering a new
technological approach that promises improved quanta classification of weapons and combative systems; and
also provides instant recall/retrieval of information for comparative study. Dr. Ramon C. Barquis, IBM
computer specialist, is senior consultant to the Center for this project. Victor Askman, Center Research
Associate, is developing the necessary technical study on which the project is based.
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The basic concept of the computer method has yet to be fully tested, but preliminary work indicates its
complete feasibility as a unique and useful technique in hoplology. While the development of the method
focuses on the requirements of hoplology, it entails a process that may very well be extended for use in
anthropology, archaeology, and other disciplines. Relevant characteristics of weapons and combative systems
are coded into a processable format, creating the database. Programs are then written to allow inquiries on that
database. A complementary “profile scanning” system works directly from specially prepared photographs of
weapons that serve as sophisticated interfaces, and may be quickly scanned on the basis of morphological
features and then compared by the computer on the basis of similarities or dissimilarities.

HOPLOS POTPOURRI

Missing HOPLOS Issues
HOPLOS numbers 1 and 2 were mailed in light weight air mail envelopes. As a result, some readers have
complained of receiving empty envelopes. If you have also had this experience, please write to inform us, and we
will mail replacements immediately. We apologize for any inconveniences it may have caused.
Correction
In the Announcement article in HOPLOS, Volume 1, Number 2, the IHRC address ZIP code was
incorrect. The correct ZIP code is 96828.

Announcement
The International Hoplological Research Center is pleased to announce that Richard J. Schmidt, Associate
Professor (tenured) of Physical Education at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska, will join the Center
staff. Professor Schmidt has considerable experience in modern Japanese disciplines (judo, kendo, iai-do, karatedo), and has professional academic qualifications in adult fitness, cardiac rehabilitation, and sports medicine. His
current research interests are the history of Asian physical education, sports, and martial disciplines. Professor
Schmidt has authored numerous articles for scholarly journals, the listings of which will appear in future issues
of HOPLOS. Professor Schmidt writes: "...thank you for your invitation to join you in hoplology. I am unsure as
to what I would be able to contribute to this area, but I will try and give you some of my background and an idea
of some of my interests in things Japanese! Also, I am in the beginning stages of putting together a theory course
on Japanese martial disciplines. Perhaps you may have some good ideas for this?" The Center will give what aid
it can to Professor Schmidt in establishing undergraduate courses on the subject of Japanese martial disciplines.
Announcements
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Research Associate Arino Mattos has donated two fine weapons to the Center collection, a Kayapo Indian
sword-club and the punhal. Both of these fine specimens are received with gratitude by the Director and members
of the Center staff.
William L. Cassidy, noted author and historian in connection with bladed weapons, has donated a copy
of is latest book, Quick or Dead, to the Center library. He writes: "This book represents a very unorthodox
approach to the literature of firearms, in which I have tried to integrate my background in Buddhism with my
background in weapons, and have presented something of the history of the traditions of close-quarter combat
firing as they evolved in the past hundred years." The Center is pleased to offer Mr. Cassidy's new book as
important selected reading for hoplologists.
V. Pandian, Field Hoplologist in India, notifies the HOPLOS staff that he is working on a short article
dealing with the relationship of teacher and disciple such as evolved in ancient India.
C. Nicol has donated an Ethiopian weapon called dula to the Center Collection. This specimen is accepted
with many warm thanks by the Director and staff of the IHRC.

Subscription Rates
Subscription is by donation to help defray publication and mailing costs. Subscription rates are: single
issues, US$1.00 or ¥200; six issues, US$5.00 or ¥1,100. All subscriptions should be sent to: HOPLOS, P.O. Box
380, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-91, Japan, and include the subscriber's full name and the address to where HOPLOS
is to be sent. All information should be typed or printed clearly. If subscribing from outside Japan, send a bank
draft, postal money order, or personal check. If subscribing from within Japan, a personal check, bank draft, or
cash will be accepted.

Articles For HOPLOS
You, the readers, are encouraged to contribute to HOPLOS. This newsletter exists to help you become
better informed about what is going on in hoplology throughout the world, so please tell us about your research
activities, submit comments and opinions on the work of others, exchange ideas and information and request any
assistance you need in any aspect of hoplology.
All material published in this newsletter must be of an original nature and should not have previously been
printed or scheduled to appear in any other publication. Exception can be made only if this newsletter obtains
permission for republication. Material submitted should be factual; no fiction, legends or romantic tales are
appropriate unless such material supports, rebuts or otherwise elucidates what is otherwise believed to be scientific
or historical fact. The staff of HOPLOS reserves the right to reject any material received.
Photographs, diagrams, tables, and graphic illustrations greatly enhance the understanding of your readers,
especially when they illustrate unusual or emic vocabulary or concepts. Their use is encouraged whenever possible.
Material submitted for publication in this newsletter must meet with certain requirements, among which
the most important is that the subject material be of a high technical standard. All articles, books for review, and
correspondence pertaining thereto should be sent to HOPLOS, P.O. Box 380, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-91, Japan.

Selected Background Reading
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(Bibliography of Foil and Smallsword article)
Allanson-Winn, R.G. Boxing (All-England Series. London, Geo. Bell & Sons, 1889, 1920.
Burton, Captain Sir Richard Francis. The Sentiment of the Sword. A Country-House Dialogue. London, Horace
Cox, 1911 (posthumous, edited by A. Forbes Sieveking).
Cary, R. Milton. Skirmishers Drill and Bayonet Exercise (as now used in the French Army)... for the use of the
volunteers of Virginia and the South. Richmond, Va., West & Johnston, 1861.
Castle, Egerton. Schools and Masters of Fence from the Middle Ages to the Eighteenth Century. London, George
Bell, 1884, 3rd edition, York, Pa., George Shumway, 1969.
Dempsey, Jack. Championship Fighting. Explosive Punching and Aggressive Defense. New York, Prentice hall,
1950.
“Gomard” (A.J.J. Possellier). L'Escrime á la Baionnette. Paris, 1847.
McClellan, George B. Manual of Bayonet Exercise. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1862 (copyright 1852).
Nadi, Aldo. On Fencing. New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1943.

Selected Background Reading continued
This is a selected reading list for those interested in hoplology and related subjects.
Anonymous, (probably by Burton, R.). “The sword”, in Blackwoods Edinburgh Magazine. Edinburgh, 1881.
Carey, Iskandar. Orang Asli: The Aboriginal Tribes of Penisular Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur, Oxford University
Press, 1976
Cassidy, William L. Quick or Dead. Boulder, Paladin Press, 1978.
Hastings, Michael. Sir Richard Burton. New York, Coward, McCann &Geoghegan, 1978.
Hayward, J. Swords and Daggers. London, 1949
Mustaffa, Ku Ahmad & Wong, Kiew Kit. Silat Melayu. Kuala Lumpur, Oxford University press, 1978
Raj, J. David Manuel. Silambam. Palayamkottal, Fatima Press, 1971.
Solyom, Garrett & Bronwen. The world of the Javanese Keris. Honolulu, East-West Center, 1978.
Stocklein, H. “Islamic Weapons,” Ars Islamica, Vol. 1, Michigan, 1934
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BUJUTSU AND THE ESOTERIC TRADITION: PART I OF II
David A. Hall
Field Hoplologist
Like many Americans who became interested in martial culture and its associated philosophical influences
in the late 1960's I began by concentrating my studies on the Zen denomination of Buddhism. However, around late
1974 while in graduate school, I began to run into trouble while writing a paper dealing with the influence of the Zen
denomination upon Chinese and, especially, Japanese martial culture. The problem: there simply did not seem to be
much Zen denominational influence upon classical Chinese and Japanese martial culture!
I did begin to discover, however, a large number of elements which had been absorbed into martial
traditions from esoteric Buddhism and Taoism. The information that I have accumulated now strongly indicates that,
certainly in Japan, the direct influence of the Zen denominations of Buddhism (Rinzai and Soto) upon the koryu
(classical martial traditions) is very slight in comparison with esotericism, and most of it has probably occurred since
the Bakumatsu period (c. 1850's). Even the infamous sohei (warrior priests) who flourished in Japan from the late
Heian period (794-1185 A.D.) until the 1570's were generally members of the esoterically oriented denominations
(Tendai and Shingon) and the Jodo denominations. Significantly, some of the important transmitters of the esoteric
schools from India had been members of the kshatriya (warrior caste), and were known to use their "arts" to defeat
enemies.1
Another point should be mentioned here. W hile some of the koryu contain so-called Zen elements, many of
these (e.g., Fudo-shin2 ) are themselves borrowed from the esoteric tradition. Before going into detail on this point
perhaps I should give the reader some background information concerning the esoteric Buddhist tradition.
At the risk of over simplification, let me divide the development of Indian Buddhism into four general
stages. First would be the period during the lifetime of Gautama Buddha (c. 6th to 5th century B.C.) in which he
became enlightened and preached to his personal disciples and laymen. Second would be the period in which the
southern schools (often, but disrespectfully, referred to as Hinayana) developed, in which the teachings of Gautama
were systemized and elaborated upon by the monastic community. The major denomination from this period, which
still survives today, is called Theravada. The third development in the evolution of Buddhism is called Mahayana,
and its texts begin to appear around the first century B.C. This school later spread across Central Asia into China,
Korea, and Japan, reaching the latter around the mid-6th century A.D.3 Mahayana doctrine and development have
been written about many times, and are available in many English texts, thus, I shall not elaborate upon it here.
From around the 2nd to the 4th century in India, the fourth stage of development began to take place within
the Mahayana tradition. A new emphasis on practice, in contrast to the scholasticism of the times, became
widespread, and an emphasis on the realization of one's innate Buddhahood began to develop. This emphasis and
this practice centered on the practitioner's identification with a principle called sunyata (void or devoid of
© 1979 International Hoplological Research Center
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independent existence). This principle, and others important to the tradition, became symbolically represented in this
new movement by a great pantheon of worthies,4 mystic utterances, ritual instruments and diagrams, and so on.
Various practices such as magic, necromancy, sexual mysticism, and numerous rituals for purification and protection
from the myriad socio-religious currents, both on the sub-continent and from the border areas of India, were
incorporated into the movement. Various names have been given to this movement and its principle schools, a few of
which are listed below:
Mantrayana -

This term indicates the use of mantra and dharani (mystic utterances), which is a basic
characteristic of the movement.

Vajrayana -

The vajra (In the Buddhist sense, the thunderbolt or diamond scepter; hoplologically
speaking, the handbolt) is one of the principle symbols of the movement.

Tantrayana -

The majority of the texts used by this movement are called tantra, and much of the
movement was developed by individual secretive traditions (tantra), which were passed
on from teacher to disciple.

The English term most commonly found for this later movement is Tantric or Esoteric Buddhism (Chinese mi-tsung
"esoteric denomination;" Japanese mikkyo "esoteric doctrine").
In the many varied traditions incorporated under these titles, the actual responsibility of realizing one's
innate Buddhahood lies with the practitioner with the aid of his guru (teacher). The practices entail training of body,
speech, and mind through various austerities such as yoga, recitation of mystic utterances, meditation, visualization,
and so on. Emphasis may vary greatly from one tradition to another.
The aim of these practices is a reintegration and breaking through of all aspects of the practitioner's
"psycho-physical personality."5 The psycho-physical personality is thought to have become deluded and
disorganized due to centrifugal tendencies which occur during the development of ego consciousness as a person
grows up. Recentering the mind in the reintegrated consciousness, is tantamount to recentering in the original
Buddha nature.
However, in reintegrating this human consciousness all facets of the psycho-physical personality must be
taken into account. Thus, esoteric Buddhism came to deal with the basic aspects of man as well as the most spiritual.
W e find in its texts references dealing with murder, cannibalism, sexual practices, hate, love, fear, passions of all
kinds, compassion, wisdom, ignorance, and other strongly emotional elements. It is mainly due to this tendency that
we find so many types of symbols used in this tradition. Any particular worthy, i.e., Avalokitesvara (Japanese:
Kannon), symbolizing the element of compassion, may be represented in a great variety of forms - peaceful, heroic,
wrathful, and so on. In turn, each worthy may also be symbolized on a more subtle level by a variety of mantra
(mystic syllables) the utterance of which may call up a manifestation of the worthy in the practitioner's mind; mudra
(mystic gestures of the hands); implements (including a great variety of weaponry) and so on.
Thus we see that two of the major characteristics of the esoteric tradition are the use of mantra and mudra
in order to effect unification in meditation with the practitioner's patron worthy, and the use of a large pantheon of
worthies symbolizing various aspects and idealizations of human consciousness (and almost consequently the
arrangement of these worthies and/or their more subtle symbols into mystic diagrams called mandala). It should be
noted that often these worthies, especially in their heroic and wrathful aspects, are very martial in appearance. Their
accouterments and postures often reflect the martial trends of the area in which the artist who creates them (or
practitioner who visualizes them) lives, although the general type of weapon held, headgear worn and so on may be
prescribed in a canonical text or oral tradition. For instance, although some worthies may be holding a Japanese type
curved single-cutting-edged sword in Japan, they may hold a double cutting-edged, straight sword in iconography of
Chinese or Indian origin. The varieties are endless, depending on the area from which the artist comes.
The esoteric pantheon often seems endless, too. The worthies preferred by the diverse koryu in Japan vary
2
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greatly, but the most common seem to be the following:

JAPANESE NAME
Fudo Myo-o

MARTIAL
ACCOUTERMENT
Sword & Cord,
Sword & Chain

SANSKRIT NAME
Acalavidya-raja

BUDDHIST
SIGNIFICANCE
Immovability

Aizen Myo-o

Bow & Arrow,
Axe, etc.

Ragavidya-raja

Passion

Bishamon-ten
(Tamon-ten)

Halberd

Vaisravana

God of fortune
and victory in
war

Marishi-ten

Sword, Bow
and Arrow,
Spear

Marici

Protectress,
Goddess of the
sunrise

Nio

Fists, Large
Single-point
Vajra, etc.

Vajra-pani, etc.

Guardian

W hile these worthies are often depicted in combative postures, the significance attributed to these postures by the
various martial ryu (martial traditions) that hold them in esteem is often revealed only to the initiated members.
However, I would like to give an example here. Many kamae (combative postures) are demonstrated by Buddhist
worthies. Tradition concerning the worthies, in turn, are used to describe the kamae themselves and each evidently
strengthened the other.
In the Jikishinkage Ryu's Hojo waza (techniques) there are several instances in
which this phenomenon occurs. There is one case inparticular in which one of
the trainees extends his bokken(wooden sword) as a target-object for impact
training by his partner. The foot positions used by both participants here closely
resembles the stance found depicted in many of the temple guard statues and
paintings, and is thus referred to as Nio-dachi (Nio-stance).

1. Jikishin-kage
Ryu's Nio-dachi.
<

2. Nio. >
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In Esoteric Buddhism the mudra is used for a variety of reasons. Paramount among these are its use in ritual
for protection, purification, puja (offering), and as an aid in "consubstantiation" - a process in which the adept enters
a meditative state (Sanskrit: samadhi) in which he literally becomes the worthy he visualizes. Interestingly, even in
the meditative practices performed by esoteric Buddhist adepts, the use of mudra for protection appears again and
again. It is the first thing done upon entering the dojo (training hall) and the last thing after completion of the ritual
or meditation. It is repeated over and over in various forms in order to protect the practitioner from evil influences
outside and within his own mind. Before revealing any of the teachings of the esoteric tradition to a new initiate the
beginner must be taught the goshinbo (methods of protecting the self/body with mudra and mantra).
(to be continued)
Note:
1. See Chou Yi-liang's translation of Shan W u-wei's biography in "Tantrism in China," pp. 251-272.
2. For an explanation of Fudo-shin see R. Otake's The Deity And The Sword, Vol. 3, pp. 12-13.
3. The southern schools also penetrated East Asia extensively in the first half of the first millennium A.D.
4. I use the term "worthy" here in lieu of "god" or "deity." The latter two terms convey, in my opinion, a
misunderstanding of the Sanskrit, Chinese, and Japanese Buddhist terms. Unfortunately, there seems to be no
suitable English equivalent.
5. The psycho-physical personality is described doctrinally in Buddhism as the five skandhas (aggregates).
They are rupa (form), vedana (sensation), samjna (perception), samskara (dispositions or karmic action), and
vijnana (consciousness). W e may describe it as all aspects of man - physical form, intellect, para-psychological
elements, and so on.

THE HOPLOLOGIST: THE GENERALIST OR SPECIALIST
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Research Center

Is the hoplologist a generalist or a specialist? The answer to this important question is vital not only to the
individual who may aspire to enter the field of hoplology, but also to the overall future of hoplology. At least two
aspects are involved here.
First, ideally if not fundamentally, the hoplologist should have a general education at least to the level of an
undergraduate degree at the university level; thereafter, any field he may wish to choose as a specialty is acceptable.
But without the broad range of information afforded him by such basic education no person can hope to acquire the
general subject matter of humanistic learning that would acquaint him with the ideas and disciplines that are the
components of human life.
Early European hoplologists were antiquarian generalists who concentrated on the study of weaponry and/or
armor and accouterments which was, unfortunately, largely detached from systems of combat. Hoplology today,
however, considers weapons and combative systems as inseparable, and this stance has automatically made of
hoplology an inter- and multi-disciplinary field of study. Hoplology makes use of a mix of generalists and specialists
who have been carefully selected and coordinated in order to perform more efficiently than can any group of equal
size consisting wholly of either generalists or specialists.
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The specialists are drawn from a wide variety of highly technical fields such as: anthropology (archaeology, ethnology, linguistics), biology, engineering, geology, history, psychology, and sociology.
Paleontology and taphonomy are but two of many less well-known fields of specialty useful to hoplology.
By weaving together the threads of specialist knowledge and expertise, a more complete picture than ever before can
be constructed in explication of man. Each generalist should be able to work hand in hand with the specialists, thus
contributing facts which can be incorporated into our improving scope of knowledge about man; this because of the
different ways in which the varying approaches intersect and the new questions, previously inconceivable, that can
now be asked.

NOTES FROM THE ETHIOPIAN FIELD: PART II OF II
Clive Nicol
Field Hoplologist

Knife fighting techniques in Ethiopia is very crude. A quick stab in the abdomen seems to be the favored
tactic. The knives are either short dagger-like weapons, or of dirk length, the smaller ones being hidden inside a
carved club sheath with a release mechanism to expose the blade.
The Danakil tribe carry a big knife of the double cutting-edge, chopper-cleaver kind. It is curved, rather like
a Ghurka kukri, but with a much sharper point-section. Both cutting edges are used. The Danakil are a bit out of my
territory, and in any case are not easily approached. They are nomadic desert people, and are said to have a custom
of sending young men out to collect the enemy's testicles to present to a future bride before being allowed to marry
her. I once saw about forty Danakil in the National Park. They were threatening to kill me, also a game warden of the
park, and two guards, for telling them to get their camels out of the area. They formed a half-moon formation around
us at about forty meters distance, sneaking up through the high grass, rifles in hand, in order to get close to us. A few
of the younger Danakil men did a leaping kind of dance with their long knives, brandishing them in the air and
thrusting them forcefully into the ground. The only observation of their fighting techniques that I had the opportunity
to witness was on this occasion. I had my hands on my carbine at this time, and made no lengthy written notes,
wondering all the while what I was doing, because I consider myself much too young (if not too pretty) to die.

category:
group:
genus:
type:
class:

order:
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bladed
iron/wood
knife
chuf
asymmetrical composite/regular
bilaterally straight waisted hilt-end
finial/regular double cutting-edged
curved blade; bilateral taper-expanding
base to midsection then bilateral taperconstricting to acuminate point section.
combat
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The Danakil man wears his large knife as a part of his normal dress, along with his "skirt," a cotton robe
around his shoulders. He also carries a rifle and sometimes a spear. The knife is suspended cutting-edge up, hilt to
the right, at the waist in front of his body, somewhat in cover of the groin region. He is able to use this knife with
terrible effect. A Danakil man can behead another man with a quick, one-handed chopping action. The real weapon
is expensive and rather difficult to obtain, although in Addis Ababa markets cheap imitations are foisted on the
unsuspecting tourist. This Danakil knife is a heavy weapon, and its blade length ranges between 45 and 60
centimeters.
I have seen straight-bladed swords here in Ethiopia. Both Amhara and Galla horsemen carry this kind of
sword. In addition, they use curved, Arabian scimitar-types of swords. Future hoplological studies would confirm, I
believe, influences on the morphology of Ethiopian weapons coming from across the Red Sea. Various problems
prevent easy access to the information, and the investigator will find that the various Ethiopian peoples can be rather
uncooperative. The Danakil, in particular, are renowned for their hostility to strangers; ambush is their usual tactic
against unwanted visitors, usually at a water hole, where they usually shoot their victims in the back.

HOPLOS POTPOURRI
Correction
The staff calls attention to, and assumes responsibility and apologizes for, the misspellings printed in the
article by Arino Mattos, "Notes on Bandit W eapons in Brazil" (Vol. 1, No. 4, August 1979). The following changes
apply:
sangrador for paugrador
sangradeira for pangradeira
sangrar for pangrar
jagunços for jaguneos
coitos for ioitos
cangaceiro for cangaciero
coiteiro for ioteiros
caboclo for cabodo
cabeças for ealsecas
chatas for ehatas
Mr. Mattos explains. "...Portuguese is a hell of a language. W orse than Turkish, Tamil or Kimbundo...
SANGRAR = to bleed. Funny: blood is sangua (Spanish: sangre), but the verb follows the Spanish structure,
sangrar. It should be "sanguear." That's why I say Portuguese is crazy. COITOS is plural for COITO. COITO is a
variation of COUTO (Latin: cautu = a place where the royal justice had no entrance; a hiding place). JAGUNÇO is a
complicated word to explain. It comes as a corrupted form of ZAGUNCHO or ZARGUNCHO, which is a
Portuguese-African word for spear. But the meaning is now something like "pistolero" (in the Mexican sense). The
word JAGUNÇO became famous during a revolution in Northeastern Brazil (1896/97), known as the W ar of
Canudos. CABOCLO comes from the Indian Tupi language, which was the most important linguistic family in
Brazil. The original word is KURI'BOKA, which means "the son of the white man" (with an Indian mother).
CANGACEIRO is the man who belongs to banditism: CANGAÇO. Something like the American "desperados."
There's no translation for that. The same for SANGRADOR, SANGRADEIRA..."
Thank you, Mr. Mattos, for so gently wiping the egg from our faces.
Announcements
The Center is pleased to receive a donation of books from Uri Barsel, field hoplologist in the U.S.A. Mr. Barsel's
choices of literature are significantly wide-ranged and will be included in the selective reading list published in
future issues of HOPLOS.
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Applications are being received from individuals who have the following minimal qualifications; more details upon
request:
Ph.D. or equivalent with specialization in mechanical engineering (statics; dynamics), to undertake original research
work in areas connected with the problems of defining in various ways the mechanical principles in the use of handto-hand weapons. Closing date is 1 June 1980. Apply by resume with covering letter detailing relevancy of
qualifications and names and contact addresses of at least three references to: Director for Administration, IHRC,
P.O. Box 1118, Honolulu, Hawaii 96828, U.S.A.
Reports From:
Japan
A 4-man team of kobujutsu (traditional martial arts) experts from the Tenshin Shoden Katori Shinto Ryu plan a twomonth world tour in early 1980. Headed by Otake Risuke Minamoto no Tadayuki, shihan (head teacher) of the ryu
(tradition), the team plans to stop in the U.S.A., Europe, and Malaysia. Specific sites of appearance within the
aforementioned countries are now being organized.
The 1979 IHRC research team consisting of Donn F. Draeger, team leader; Meik Skoss, Hunter Armstrong, Liam
Keeley, H. Ikeda, and Y. Oda as teams members, has recently returned from a three-month expedition conducted in
the Batak and Atjeh areas of Sumatra. They collected a substantial body of notes, tapes, and photographic materials
that must now undergo cataloging and evaluation in the coming months.
Subscription Procedures
HOPLOS is now changing its subscription procedures slightly. To minimize handling charges and commissions,
people living outside Japan are requested to send U.S. dollars only, by personal check, international money order, or
bank draft. Subscribers in Japan are asked to pay in cash via registered cash envelopes or postal money order. Thank
you for your cooperation.
Selected Background Reading
Anderson, J.K. Ancient Greek Horsemanship. Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1961.
Auboyer, J. "L'arc et la fleche dans l'iconographie ancienne de l'Inde," Artibus Asiae 19:3-4 (1956) 173-85.
Bacon, E. Vanished Civilizations: Forgotten Peoples of the Ancient World. London and New York, 1963.
Cheng, T'e k'um. "Shang China," in Archaeology of China 2. Cambridge, 1960.
Emeneau, M.B. "The Composite Bow in India," Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 97:1 (1953),
77-87.
Flinders-Petrie, W .M. Sir. Tools and Weapons. London, 1917.
Frazer, J.G. The Golden Bough. London, 1911-15.
Joly, H.L., and Hogitaro, I. The Sword and Samé. London, 1913.
Laking, Guy Francis. "Oriental Arms and Armour," The Wallace Collection. London, 1914 and reprint, 1964.
Levin, M.G. Ethnic Origins of the Peoples of Northeastern Asia. Toronto, 1963.
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HOPLOLOGY AND THE BANG, BIG OR SMALL
Donn F. Draeger
Director, International Hoplological Research Center

Hoplologists are apt to become study-centered on hand-to-hand weapons and systems of combat that
skirt around or deliberately ignore the so-called “engines of war.” Artillery, air-craft, rockets, firearms,
armored combat vehicles, combat boats and ships, guided missiles, and even fortified positions can, therefore,
be easily consigned to lower priorities of study. This is a serious mistake which must not be allowed to become
standard practice if hoplology is to fulfill its total academic responsibility.
None of the above mentioned “engines of war” make much sense, however, without reference to
explosives in some sense or the other. Hoplology needs must include and develop a thoroughly detailed and
ongoing investigation of the field of explosives; explosives in their widest meaning to include initiating agents,
propellants, and high explosives (inclusive of atomic and thermonuclear energy). Such investigations,
inasmuch as they must be carried out in the face of the tremendous progress now being made in the
development of energy devices, is an enormous task for hoplologists, mind-boggling to say the least. Here,
competent emic personnel will be required to identify, describe, and explain the many technological intricacies
that abound. Hoplologists with specialties grounded in history, metallurgy and metalworking, chemistry,
physics, military and naval sciences as well as mechanical, aeronautical and marine engineering, will be
required to initiate and carry out this important study.
Important to this study will be an investigation into the making and use of firearms. Not all effort,
however, should be turned to “upstreaming” history in attempts to trace origins and the consequent
evolutionary patterns of firearms. Substantial effort must also be made to cope with the ever-widening
developments surrounding the use of firearms taking place in our modern times, and to record these events
while they are still fresh in our minds. One of these important developments embraces international popularity
in the form of pistol shooting.
Exemplary in the matter of modern pistol shooting are the efforts of the American Pistol Institute
(API) in Paulden, Arizona. The founder of this organization, Jeff Cooper, is the world authority on defensive
pistolcraft. Cooper, a master shot, insists that the wholesome social individual has a right to self-defense by
means of the handgun. A salient objective in all of Cooper's teachings is to furnish the individual exponent of
the handgun with sufficient skill in order to prepare him mentally to dominate his immediate environment.
Though sometimes Cooper's pistolcraft may be referred to as “sport,” it must not be confused with ordinary
competitive sport shooting. Cooper's code reveals the mental outlook and stand he wishes to impart for the
good of world society:

ATTENTION
Here is a weighty matter for the wise to ponder.
Practical pistolcraft is a defensive art, the elements of which are the equal control of accuracy,
power, and speed (DVC).
Diligentia
Vis
Celeritas

= Accuracy
= Power
= Speed

The purpose of the defensive pistol is to terminate instantly the hostile activity of an armed aggressor.
Therefore, second only to reliability, STOPPING POWER is its most elemental attribute. Its (the pistol's) continuity of fire is subordinate to its stopping power.
Any practical pistol contest must simulate the defensive use of the handgun. If the structure of a
contest is such as to give a scoring advantage to continuity of fire over stopping power, that contest is flawed.
Practical shooting competition must remain PRACTICAL, at all costs. If we forget that, even
momentarily, we have lost the reason for our sport. We endeavor to be both realistic and fair, but if there is a
conflict we must be realistic first and fair second. Those who make a fetish of fairness should play chess.
(signed) Jeff Cooper
Whereas Cooper’s dictum stimulates us to discuss a wide range of subjects, there is one area in
particular that is relevant to the overall research strategy of hoplology. I will make that the subject of some
future article.

BUJUTSU AND THE ESOTERIC TRADITION: Part II of II
David A. Hall
Field Hoplologist
Mahayana and, consequently, esoteric Buddhist philosophy, which is based on the Madhyamika and
Yogacara schools of thought, make no distinction between what the modern scientific mind may call the real
world and the world of the mind. The world seen from this angle is thought to be influenced through the use of
various esoteric devices such as mudra, mantra, mandala, various ritual implements, and so on. Since a mudra
or mantra can affect the mind, it is also believed to be able to affect the body of the practitioner, and
consequently, someone else's body or mind. Thus we find mudra used by various martial traditions in Japan
and China for protection in battle.
The rationale for this is actually not so hard to understand. Hand-to-hand combat anywhere in the
world requires a strong will. If a participant in a battle has performed a ritual which makes him psychologically
stronger (i.e., more confident in himself and his fighting ability), he will be a more formidable opponent to
face. One example of this is the use of the kuji (nine mystic letters) and the juji (ten mystic letters) by such
traditions as the Katori Shinto Ryu.6 By inscribing the proper ideographic character upon one's hands, weapons
and so on, protection of various types my be obtained.
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A second possible example of this can be found
in the Jikishinkage Ryu. While the meaning of the

Diagram 1. Jikishinkage Ryu.
Diagram 2.
specific mudra has evidently been lost, this ryu also
uses a mudra before and/or after each of their basic (and some advanced) kata (pre-arranged forms). This
mudra is formed by the left hand in the following manner. As the kata begins, the bokken (wooden sword) is
held above and in front of the head (Diagram 1). A half-circle is made by spreading out the hands (Diagram 2).
While the describing of the jo-han-en (upper half-circle) is defined as
ten-chi (separation of heaven and earth - a concept found in Taoist
mysticism) by the ryu (Photo 3), the spreading out of the hands with
this particular mudra is a characteristic of esoteric Buddhist ritual in
which it is used to dispel mara, distractions and evil influences both
inside and outside the practitioner's mind. Thus, it would also appear
that the swordsman is protecting himself with this mudra before
beginning battle. There are numerous examples of this, such as the
kuji-kiri ("cutting" with the nine mystic letters) mudra used by the
Masaki Ryu before engaging an opponent with the jutte, a type of
forked truncheon.
As mentioned before, mantra are mystic syllables which can
be intoned, written down, and/or visualized. Their uses are many, but
Photo 3. Ten-chi (with Nio-dachi)
generally fall into three categories: propitiation (integration with
beneficial powers and protection from malevolent ones), acquisition (attainment of power over siddhis and
satkarma),7 and identification or introjection Photo 3. (Ten-chi with Nio-dachi) (consubstantiation or the
merging of the mind with an idealization of the consciousness or worthy). Mantra can be lengthy, such as the
following one used in Tendai for the Fudo Myo-o:
NAMAKU SAMANDA BASARANAN SENDAN -MAKA -ROSHANA
SOHATAYA UN TARATA KAN MAN !

Or, they can be very short, such as the following, also representing Fudo Myo-o:
KAN !

This second type, composed of only one syllable, is called a bija-mantra (seed-mantra). When it is
intoned or visualized by the adept, it is like a seed which grows into a full visualization or realization of the
practitioner's unity with Fudo Myo-o.
The two bija, A and UN (Sanskrit: A and HUM),8 which are intoned by the Nio, symbolize a multitude
of things. Essentially they represent the two major mandala used by the esoteric tradition in Japan - The TaizoHOPLOS
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kai (Womb Realm) and the Kongo-kai (Thunderbolt or Diamond Realm). They can also be interpreted as birthdeath; beginning-end; dynamic-static; compassion-wisdom; Aizen Myo-o - Fudo Myo-o; the two temple
guards themselves; or other such dichotomies.
The various koryu use this symbolism in a great variety of ways. For instance, Shindo Muso Ryu and
Jikishinkage Ryu use these two bija to describe kiai (respiratory control used in coordination with a severe
exertion to execute a technique) contained within various kata. In Hinduism and Buddhist esoteric usage, A
indicates birth, the first utterance of the Divine in the creation of the universe, or a baby's first cry of "ahh," and
is represented symbolically by the open mouth of the temple guard. In contrast, UN indicates death or the last
utterance of the Divine in the destruction of the universe, and is represented symbolically by the closed mouth
of the temple guard. Doctrinally, A is equated with exhalation and UN with inhalation in Tomitsu (Shingon
esoterism). On the other hand, while the significance of inhalation and exhalation are considered important,
there seems to be little emphasis placed on which bija should be associated with which breath in Taimitsu
(Tendai esoterism). Ritually they are both intoned with exhalation in all of the Sino-Japanese esoteric
traditions to which I have been exposed.
Some koryu assign respiratory equivalents to these two bija, but they seem to vary from ryu to ryu. For
instance, while Shindo Muso Ryu equates A with exhalation and UN with inhalation (as in Tomitsu),
Jikishinkage Ryu equates A with inhalation and UN with compression of breath leading to exhalation in kiai.
This latter ryu's concept seems to have no precedent in either Tomitsu of Taimitsu.
The main emphasis within the four basic Jikishinkage Ryu kata (termed Hojo by the ryu) is this A-UN
breathing and a special walking method they term un-po. (I should note here too that each of these four kata is
equated with a season--spring, summer, fall, and winter--indicating the rhythm and forcefulness of the A-UN
breath. This use of the seasons seems to also indicate Chinese Taoist influence.)
The use of Taoist symbolism such as yin and yang (Japanese in-yo) is also common to various koryu.
In and yo are often used (as in Taoist mysticism) in combination with the Taoist version of the five elemental
movers (earth, metal, water, wood, and fire, to describe tactical advantage or disadvantage of kamae. The basic
idea involved here is that no element (or kamae, in the martial sense) is ultimately superior. Each has its
advantages and disadvantages. This may become clear if we make a diagram of these elements. In Diagram 3,
the elements give birth to one another in a "creation cycle" while in Diagram 4, they destroy or overcome each
other in a "destruction cycle."
In Diagram 4, we see that wood
breaks up the earth, but wood can be
overcome (cut) by metal, which in turn,
can be overcome (melted) by fire, which
can be overcome (quenched) by water,
which can be overcome (dammed up) by
Diagram 3. CREATION CYCLE
Diagram 4. DESTRUCTION
earth, and so on. Some traditions'
CYCLE
interpretations of this is that if a certain
opponent's kamae (i.e., jodan) is described as a fire kamae, it may be
advantageous to take a water kamae (i.e., gedan). The "lower" gedan kamae (water/in) may be used to
overcome the seemingly more powerful, "higher" jodan kamae (fire/yo).
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Diagram 5.

This consideration is also found in the Jikishinkage Ryu. In-yo notes that in and yo are not static,
separate qualities. They are dynamic bi-polar forces, constantly reversing and becoming one another. One does
not exist without the other, and each contains the seed of the other. Thus, in a Jikishinkage Ryu kata known as
hasso happa, when one's opponent assumes jodan kamae (yo) it may be advantageous to assume hasso kamae
(in). Jodan is an aggressive type of kamae, and indicates imminent attack. However, from in arises yo, and so
the warrior who has assumed hasso kamae (in), attacking a split second after the warrior in jodan has
committed himself in his own attack, arrives at his target first, defeating the yo kamae. However, in this
particular kata the warrior in jodan kamae, seeing his initiative has failed, instantly switches his movement into
a retreat (in) and thus escapes disaster.
There are numerous examples of this in the densho (transmission scrolls) and oral teachings of the
various koryu. Unfortunately, from the academic point of view, most of this information is restricted to
initiated members of the koryu, and thus the examination and comparisons of their esoteric teachings will be a
very slow process. There is a very good reason for this, however, which will be understood as one progresses
through the training regimen - Buddhist, martial or a combination of both.
Notes:
6. More detailed information on this and related topics can be found in R. Otake’s work mentioned in
note 1 (HOPLOS Vol. 1, No. 5), pp. 14- 22.
7. Siddhis refers to attainment of power which affected both the spiritual and physical worlds while
satkarma refers to a group of six magical power which affects both the spiritual and physical worlds while
satakarma refers to a group of six magical powers. See Bharati’s Tantric Tradition for further information.
Regards to the Romanized spelling of HUM, see Nakamura’s Bukkyo-go Daijiten (Joken), pp.2,94
and 389.
8. Please note the use here of the syllables of A-UN by Buddhist esoterism in contrast to the prefered
Hindu usage of A-U-M (forming the bija OM). Further explanation of this in English can be found in Bharati’s
Tantric Tradition.
Bibliography
Please refer to Selected Reading List on Page 7.
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Post-graduate level individuals with specialization in any academic field who additionally have
professional interest and experience in the field of firearms (handguns, rifles, shotguns, etc.) to develop
hoplological methods of investigation for the study of firearms.
Closing date, 1 June 1980. Apply by resume with covering letter detailing relevancy of qualifications
and names and contact addresses of at least three references to: Director for Administration, IHRC, P.O. Box
11118, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA 96828.
2. The IHRC is currently a search of world literature in an attempt to discover the earliest appearance of the
word "hoplology." What are the first and earliest uses of that word (in any language)? The Center solicits help
from any and all sources in making this investigation. Interested individuals may find old Greek and Roman
literature logical sources. Additionally, Flaubert's Salumbo, in which the Roman advance on Carthage is
described, may be worthwhile lead; get an early edition in order to avoid the editorial loss of the author's
superdescriptive approach in subsequent printings. Please report all findings to: Director of Research, IHRC,
P.O. Box 11118, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA 96828.
Extracts from letters
1. Muthu Karuppan, Malaysia; 10 October 1979. Field hoplologist Muthu Karuppan requests Center aid in
connection with his proposed residence in Japan for the purpose of making a thorough study of classical
Japanese martial culture (refer to HOPLOS Vol. 1, No. 3). "I will be extremely busy, not only with daily
training sessions with the Tatsumi Ryu, but because I must delve deeply into the history of the warrior ethos. I
expect to specialize in the history of the Bando Bushi, and this is why I choose to live in Chiba prefecture.
Additionally, I plan to do daily study in the realm of esoteric Buddhism (mikkyo) under the tutelage of my
sponsor, priest S. Hashimoto of the Shingon sect at Narita-san temple." Center hoplologists already in Japan
will assist Mr. Karuppan on his arrival later this month.
2. Dr. Millard Seto, Hawaii: 18 October 1979. (Letter to Donn F. Draeger with regard to hoplology courses at
the University of Hawaii.) "As you know, your three classes went over the minimum in enrollment. U.H. even
put out a special flyer on your classes, and showcased the class schedule in the newspaper announcement of
the evening class schedule by blocking it off by itself with the title 'By Popular Demand.'"
3. Arino Mattos, Brazil: 19 October 1979. "...I've been thinking about an almost forgotten aspect in
hoplological studies. The idea came to my mind during the reading of Konrad Lorenz's On Aggression. Would
you think it advisable to start ongoing studies on the mechanism of combativeness, I mean, the dynamics of
intra-species aggression, its tendency to systematic organization? Not the old stuff about social disease, crime,
etc., which are other related matters."
4. Dr. Gordon Warner, Okinawa: 19 October 1979. "You will be interested in learning that I presented for the
Far East Division, University of Maryland, an official course titled, 'The History of Man and His Weapons:
Emphasis on Asia.' The course was given as a one unit (credit) course in History and Asian Studies. Only a
class of ten for the first meeting (Saturday and Sunday from 8 to 5), but we were halted three times by
typhoons, and that does discourage people."
5. Richard A. Hayes, U.S.A.: 14 November 1979. (With regard to terminology projects now being studied by
Center staff personnel.) "My own feeling is that I'd rather be a bit clumsy than to fall short of the full range of
meaning involved ... (certain terms) give us all the leeway we need for the broad discussions which will occur
in many contexts in the future. We can't shortchange ourselves re both depth and breadth in depicting ... (the
array of subject matter in hoplology)."
Clarification
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1. Joseph Tartaglia, field hoplologist, calls attention to the Danakil long knife reported on by clive Nicol (refer
to HOPLOS Vol. 1, No 5.), "The Danakil Knife." Tartaglia writes that this knife features various lengths of
blade, the most commonly used length being about thirty centimeters long. The knife has no guard. At the base
of the blade, it is usually seven to eight centimeters wide, and the blade tapers bilaterally to about two and onehalf centimeters at the point section, which features a very sharp point.
2. Field hoplologist Tom Conroy offers the full title of the Stocklein piece noted in the Bibliography list
appearing in HOPLOS, Vol 1, No. 4: "Die Waffenschotze im Topkapu Sarayio Munzesi zu Istanbul--ein
Vorlaufiger Bericht."
Selected Background Reading
(Bibliography of Bujustu and the Esoteric Tradition article.)
Bharati, Agehananda. The Tantric Tradition. London: Rider & Co., 1965.
Chandra, Lokesh. The Esoteric Iconography of Japanese Mandalas. Satapitaka Series, Indo-Asian Literature,
vol. 92. New Delhi: International Academy of Indian culture, 1974.
Ch'en, Kenneth S. Buddhism in China. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1964.
Chou, Yi-liang. "Tantrism in China." Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 8, nos. 3-4 (1945), 241-332.
Clark, W.E. Two Lamaistic Pantheons. 2 vols. Reprint (2 vols. in 1). NY: Paragon Book Reprint Corporation,
1965.
Dasgupta, Shashibhushan. Obscure Religious Cults. 3rd. ed. Calcutta: Firma K.L. Mukhopadhyay, 1969.
Getty, Alice. The Gods of Northern Buddhism. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1928.
Hakin, J. and others. Asiatic Mythology. NY: Crescent Books, n.d.
Katsuno, Ryushin. Sohei (Warrior Monks). Tokyo: Shibundo, 1959.
Matsunaga, Alicia. The Buddhist Philosophy of Assimilation. Tokyo: Sophia University Press, 1969.
Nakamura, Hajime. Bukkyo-go Daijiten. Vol. 1. Tokyo: Tokyo Shoseki Kabushikigaisha, 1975.

Selected Background Reading
Abdul Aziz. Arms and Jewelry of the Indian Mughals. Lahore 1947
Boeheim, W, Hanbuch der Waffenkunde. Leipzig, 1890.
Cheng, T’e K’un. Chou China in Archaeology of China 3. Cambridge, 1963.
Gaya, L. de. Traites des Arms 1678, ed. Ffoulkes, C., Oxford, 1911.
Hayward, J. Swords and Daggers. London, 1949.
Klopsteg, P.E. Turkish Archery and the Composite Bow. Evanston, Illinois, 1947.
Loehr, M. Early Chinese Bronze Weapons, Ann Arbor, 1956.
Mayer, L.A. Saracenic Heraldry. Oxford, 1933.
Vernadsky, G. The Origins of Russia. Oxford, 1959.
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TO OUR READERS
Phil Relnick
Editor, Hoplos
This issue No. 7 ends Volume 1. Reader acceptance of HOPLOS has been very favorable as the increasing
number of subscriptions and letters to the Editor indicate. W ith the exception of only a couple of single subscriptions
, all readers have chosen to subscribe for six issues at a time.
Since Volume 1, Number 1 was a gratis issue to our readers, the Editor and staff of HOPLOS have decided
to extend the first volume to seven issues instead of the normal six issues that the future volumes will contain. This
means that HOPLOS readers will be able to conveniently renew their subscription to coincide with each new volume.

THE PORTIBI OPTION
Hunter Armstrong
Research Associate
International Hoplological Research Center

W hile doing research in the field, the researcher is often confronted with the opportunity, or the seeming
opportunity, to investigate something a little out of the ordinary or different from his standard plans. The field
researcher's schedule should be flexible enough to allow the pursuit of such opportunities. On our recent jaunt into
Sumatra, the Director of the IHRC, Donn Draeger, and I were faced with such an opportunity; the chance to
investigate some relatively unknown ruins in the Tapanuli area, located slightly north of the center of Sumatra, near
the village of Portibi.
Our team consisted of the Director as team leader, two Japanese researchers, H. Ikeda and Y. Oda, and
myself. At the time, we were concerned mostly with attempts at finding and recording the weapons and combative
systems of the various Batak peoples in Northern Sumatra. Upon learning of the ruins and that they had been Chandi
temples allegedly of eleventh or twelfth century Indian origin, we decided to exercise our flexibility and venture
down to Portibi to investigate them.
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It took most of one day to travel the distance (roughly three hundred kilometers) from our Batak-area base
of Brastagi to Padangsidempuan, our jump-off point to the temple ruins. The trip down was memorable only in its
discomfort. The Sumatran rapid transit system leaves much to be desired. However, it is a good way to lose weight.
After spending the night in Padangsidempuan we took an early morning bus to the smaller town of
Gunungtua, fifty kilometers away, requiring over two hours to travel a road that was virtually empty. In Gunungtua
we chartered a mini-bus for the last leg of the journey to Portibi. Upon arriving we arranged for our return trip and
then set out on foot through the village to the ruins.
The area was a small rolling plain which had been covered by forest at one time. The ruins were located at
separate sites scattered across the plain and could only be reached by foot.
At the first of the ruins we came to, we took pictures of what was left of the structure and the bas-reliefs on
the walls, some of which were still quite distinct. The structure itself appeared to be built from locally made red
brick. However, the carvings, both bas-relief and statuary that were scattered about, were of stone that was most
likely not native to Sumatra. The style was definitely Indian, probably Hindu. W e believe they were shipped from
India, possibly before the eleventh century.

<1

2. >

<3

1.
The approach: Open flat country neat Portibi village with
Chandi appearing in mid-center.
2&3.
W e arrive: Front and rear views of Chandi.
4.
Sculpture: A short section of panel murals on Chandi
basement.
5&6.
Closeup: Two panel murals reveal ancient weapons and
combative postures.
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There were several examples of weapons exhibited in the carving, mostly straight double cutting-edged swords and a
type of round shield. These were wielded by figures in postures that were probably religious and/or combative. W e
had previously seen swords of the Indian talwar type with curved, single cutting edged blades in northern Sumatra,
but the weapons of the Portibi ruins were of a much earlier date, possibly the earliest evidence of Indian weapons in
Sumatra.
Threatened by heavy clouds moving toward us, we moved to one other site for more pictures and finished
up. W e then returned on time to our rendezvous point to meet our transportation. W e beat the heavy rain, but,
unfortunately, our driver followed the rapid transit system practice of jam keret (rubber time), and eventually arrived
a very wet hour-and-a-half later, a mild warning of transportation difficulties to come.
Needless to say, the trip to the ruins at Portibi was worth the trouble and gives a good example of why field
researchers should keep their schedules flexible and their options open.
There remains now the task of analyzing and interpreting the weaponry and combative postures of the
Portibi ruins, which promise to illuminate heretofore unknown historical significances.

4>
<5
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<7

8>

<9

10>

7,8,9. A makara: Front, side and rear views of a makara head, the right one of two situated at the foot of a stairway
leading up to the chandi chamber.
10. Closeup: Sword and shield-bearing component image located inside the jaws of the makara.
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TERMINOLOGY FOR THE FIGHTING AXE
Joseph Tartaglia
Field Hoplologist

The throwing axe, as a distinct weapon, has been an historical favorite of many ethnic groups, and so I
recently found continued interest in the data collected by Geoffery Bibby, an archaeologist who has worked for many
years in the Arabian peninsula area and its surrounding islands. In Looking for Dilmun, Bibby reports on the Shi Hu
tribe, a people who live in Muscat on the eastern coast of the Arabian peninsula. They are a stock-raising people,
"fiercely independent and fanatical fighters, and while recognizing the Sultan of Muscat, they allow no strangers to
enter their territory." The Shi Hu speak a dialect of Persian, and all males carry an iron-headed axe with a long
durable haft. Bibby argues in his book that in the second millennium B.C., the Indo-European invaders who came to
Persia, were possibly axe-wielding charioteers and that the present axe fighting technique of the Shi Hu is a cultural
survival from that time. The matter bears attention by hoplologists who are interested in this area of the world.
My review of anthropological literature makes clear that terminology used to describe the axe, either as a
tool or a weapon, is in chaotic disarray. There seems to be no standardized terms in use, that is, terms accepted by
the majority of researchers. The result is confusion, ambiguity, and an overarching tendency to mislead the reader
who cannot help but be baffled by what is intended. Cannot the Center develop some standard terms that will cover
axe-like implements? Such a terminology would be of immense value. Surely the axe, one of man's oldest weapons,
deserves closer attention and more accurate portrayal by those scholars who attempt to explicate and indicate its
morphology and social importance over the span of time. I recommend that the problem of axe terminology be made
a priority project at the Center.

Editor’s Note
In relation to Mr. Tartaglia’s article, HOPLOS offers an example of
the standard hoplological macro-analysis is supplemented by a
detailed micro-analysis (not included here) which records in great
detail specifics such as measurements, significant features, and
various contexts in which the weapon, appears and operates. (See
also Vol. 1 No. 5 for other examples of micro-analysis.) In both
macro- and micro-analysis, especially in the latter, a standard
vocabulary such as Mr. Tartaglis calls for, is used.

MACRO-ANALYSIS

AN INDIAN FIGHTING AXE

category:
group:
genus:
sub-type:
class:

bladed
metal/wood
tungi
Khond (Ganjam)
asymmetrical composite/straight unidimensional haft: curvilinear convex butt-end; projecting distal
end/broad bifacial unlateral offset socketted head; necked at socket junction with haft: single cutting
blade with curved cutting-edge margin.
Order: combat.
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Announcements
1.
Hoplologists may find interest in the Fifteenth International Congress on Medieval Studies to be conducted
during 1 to 4 May 1980, under the sponsorship of the Medieval Institute, W estern Michigan University, Kalamazoo,
Michigan. Attention is called to the following sessions and papers which will be read:

Session 112 or Friday, 2 May, which concerns the Military Orders: Templars, Hospitallers, Teutonic
Knights. Organized by Anne Gilmour-Bryson, University of Montreal and with Malcolm Barber, University
of Reading , presiding. Topics include: "Feudalism in Crisis" by Benoit Beaucage, university of Quebec;
"The Polemics of the Trial of the Templars," by Malcolm Barber; and "The Teutonic Knights and Their
Battles," by Anne Gilmour-Bryson.

Session 113 on Friday, 2 May, concerns General Literature III: Hagiography, Typology, Symbolism.
Elizabeth Giedeman, W estern Michigan University, will preside and the topic "The Swords in Beowulf: to
be given by Sylvian H. Horowitz, State University of New York, should be of interest.

Session 170 on Saturday, 3 May, which concerns General literature IV: Language, Style, Structure and to be
presided over by Carl Berkhout, University of Dallas, includes the topic "Tournaments and all Their
W eariness" to be given by David E. Faris, University of Texas at Dallas.

Session 193 on Sunday, 4 May, which concerns Old English Literature III: Beowulf and the Idea of the
Heroic will have Larry Syndergaard, W estern Michigan University, presiding. Three topics will be of direct
interest: "Beowulf and the Aenid: Some Reconsiderations," to be given by John C. Shields, Illinois State
University; "Litotes and Superlative: A Frame for the Heroic in Beowulf," to be given by Anne Leslie
Harris, Georgia State University; and "Guests, Heroics, and the Fall of Beowulf," to be given by Thomas
Hamel, Northwestern University.

2.
To provide the fastest response to all HOPLOS-related mail, the Editor requests that all such mail be
addressed to the Editor, HOPLOS, P.O. Box 380, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-91, Japan. The Editor also requests that,
where possible, all personal mail to the staff of HOPLOS at this address be avoided.

3.
Applications are being accepted from individuals who are interested in participating in an IHRC expedition
in 1980. Fieldwork will be conducted in India/Assam and/or Malaysian Borneo. The following minimum
qualifications pertain:
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a.

B.S., B.A., or equivalent with specialization in Southeast Asian history, sociology, or anthropology.

b.

Five years training experience in at least one traditional ethnic combative discipline, including current
active participation.
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c.

Excellent health.

d.

Time available for full commitment to the expedition during the months of August and September 1980.

Closing date is 1 June 1980. Apply by resume with covering letter detailing relevancy of personal
qualifications to: Director for Administration, IHRC, P.O. Box 11118, Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A. 96828.

Corrections
Attention is called to the following editorial oversights:
David A. Hall article, “Bujutsu and The Esoteric Tradition”: Part I of II in HOPLOS Vol. 1, No. 5; on page
3, last paragraph, third last line, substitute “resemble” for “resembles.” Also, Part II of II in HOPLOS Vol.
1, No. 6; on page 5, Note 7, second paragraph, move to Note 8 as second paragraph.
Donn F. Draeger article, “The Hoplologist: Generalist or Specialist?,” in HOPLOS Vol. 1, No. 5; on page 5,
last paragraph, second to last line, substitute “intersect” for “interest.”
Donn . Draeger article, “Hoplology and The Bang, Big or Small,” on HOPLOS Vol. 1, No. 6, on page 1,
second paragraph, line 5, substitute “thermonuclear” for “theromonuclear.”

Selected Background Reading
Barnard, Noel and Sato Tamotsu. Metallurgical Remains of Ancient China. Tokyo: Hichiosha, 1975.
Cho-yun, Hsu. Ancient China in Transition. Stanford: 1965.
Garrett, G.E. and W idule, C.J. "Kinetic Energy: A Measure of Movement Individuality," Kinesiology Review no. 4854.
Kauffman, H.J. American Axes. Vermont: Green Press, 1972.
Pollock, Frederick. The Forms and History of the Sword. Oxford Lectures. Macmillan, 1890.
Russell, C.P. Firearms, Traps and Tools of the Mountain Men. NY: Knoph, 1967.
Snodgrass, A.M. The Dark Age of Greece: An Archaeological Survey of the Eleventh to the Eight Centuries B.C..
Edinburgh: 1971.
Trousdale, W illiam. The Long Sword and Scabbard Slide in Asia. Smithsonian Contributions to Anthropology, no.
17. W ashington D.C.: 1975.
W idule, C.J. Analysis of Human Motion. Indiana: Balt, 1977.
W idule, C.J. et al. "Dynamics of the Axe Swing," Ergonomics. 21, No. 11 (1978): pp. 925-930.
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